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  Grading System
Mint The item is in perfect condition

Near Mint  . . . . .Almost perfect, any imperfections will be extremely minor

Excellent . . . . . .The item will have had very careful use, with only small imperfections

Good . . . . . . . . .The item will have had more use, showing obvious imperfections

Fair  . . . . . . . . . .The item will have heavy signs of wear, showing major imperfections & may include repaints

Poor  . . . . . . . . .The item will be in a very distressed condition, with many faults

Plus may be used if an item is better than its classification suggests

Live Internet Bidding
All Lots in the sales can be viewed via our website on www.vectis.co.uk.

Also Bid Live Online with www.artfact.com & www.invaluable.com

As the auction is live and on-line, the following bid increments will apply

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for this sale that contain odd figures 

will be rounded up to the nearest bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for £222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some further information about 

participating in this auction, please contact us on (01642) 750616.
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James Bond 

1001. Joyride "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 43745 Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - silver/grey, chrome 
trim - Mint in a Near Mint window box. 

 £60 - £70 

1002. Joyride "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 33848 Ford Mustang Mach 1 taken from the film "Diamonds are Forever" - red, 
black lower body, white and chrome trim - Mint in a Near Mint window box. 

 £60 - £70 

1003. Joyride "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 33851 Chevrolet Corvette taken from the film "A View to a Kill" - silver, black 
interior - Mint in a Excellent Plus window box. 

 £60 - £70 

1004. Joyride "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 33852 Lotus Esprit (Road/Underwater) issue finished in white, black, chrome 
trim, complete with underwater accessories - Mint in a Excellent window box. 

 £60 - £70 

1005. Joyride "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 33849 Aston Martin V12 Vanquish - silver/grey - Mint in a Near Mint window box. 

 £60 - £70 

1006. Joyride "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 33850 Jaguar XKR Roadster taken from the film "Die Another Day" - green, 
silver black - Mint in a Excellent box. 

 £60 - £70 

1007. Joyride "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 39413 Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Casino Royale" - silver/grey, 
chrome trim - Mint in a Excellent box (couple of very minor scuffs on edges). 

 £60 - £70 

1008. Joyride "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 33858 Aston Martin DBS taken from the film "Casino Royale" - dark grey, silver 
trim - Mint in a Near Mint window box. 

 £60 - £70 
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1009. Autoart "James Bond" - 70021 Aston Martin DB5 - silver/grey, chrome trim (with bullet shield and injector seat 
version) - Mint in a Excellent Plus window box. 

 £70 - £80 

1010. Autoart "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 70020 Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - silver/grey, chrome 
trim (without ejector seat and bullet screen version) - Mint in a Good Plus slightly crushed and creased window box. 

 £50 - £60 

1011. Autoart "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) Toyota 2000GT taken from the film "You Only Live Twice" - white body, black 
interior, chrome trim - Mint in a Near Mint window box. 

 £70 - £80 

1012. Autoart "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 75300 Lotus Esprit taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - road version 
finished in white, black, chrome trim - Mint in a Excellent box. 

 £60 - £70 

1013. Autoart "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 75306 Lotus Esprit taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - underwater 
version finished in white, black - Mint in a Good Plus window box. 

 £50 - £70 

1014. Autoart "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 70060 Lotus Esprit Turbo taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - metallic 
bronze, gold and chrome trim, complete with skis - Mint in a Excellent window box. 

 £70 - £80 

1015. Autoart "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) 70511 BMW Z8 taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - silver, black 
interior, chrome trim - Mint in a Excellent window box. 

 £70 - £80 

1016. Kyosho "James Bond" - (1/12th scale) 08603S Aston Martin V12 Vanquish taken from the film "Die Another Day" - this 
impressive large scale model finished in metallic silver, black interior has many operating features - condition appears to be 
Mint, polystyrene packaging is Near Mint including outer carded picture box, also comes with transit carton which is Good - see 
photo. 

 £120 - £160 

1017. Paul's Model Art "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) a group of 3 taken from the film "Die Another Day" (1) Aston Martin V12 
Vanquish; (2) Ford Thunderbird and (3) Jaguar XKR Roadster - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint 
boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1018. Nikko "James Bond" - (1/16th scale) group of 3 radio controlled models to include (1) Jaguar XKR Roadster; (2) Aston 
Martin Vanquish and (3) Aston Martin DBS - conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint 
window boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1019. Carrera Slot Car Set "James Bond" 60007 "Die Another Day" - (1/43rd scale) to include Aston Martin V12 Vanquish 
and Jaguar XKR Roadster - condition is Mint in a Near Mint (factory sealed) box with outer transit carton; "Casino 
Royale" - (1/43rd scale) set which include Aston Martin DB5 and Aston Martin DBS - conditions are generally Mint in a generally 
Excellent box and 2 x separate cars to include 61409 Aston Martin V12 Vanquish and 61410 Jaguar XKR Roadster - both are 
Mint on Near Mint presentation boxes.  (4) 

 £80 - £90 
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1020. Carrera "James Bond" - (1/43rd scale) Slot Car Set taken from the film "Die Another Day" - this "Marks & Spencer" 
exclusive edition comes with 2 cars and track to include Aston V12 Vanquish and jaguar XKR Roadster - condition appears to 
be generally Near Mint to Mint in a Good Plus "Marks & Spencer" exclusive box (couple of small tears to front). 

 £40 - £50 

1021. Carrera "James Bond" - (1/36th scale) Slot Car Set 25330 "Goldfinger" to include Aston Martin DB5 and Ford Mustang 
Convertible - conditions appear to be generally Mint in a generally Excellent Plus presentation box, comes with outer 
carton - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1022. Carrera Slot Car "James Bond" group of 3 to include (1) Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger"; (2) Ford 
Mustang Convertible taken from the film "Goldfinger" and (3) Ford Mustang Convertible (hood up) taken from the film 
"Thunderball" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1023. Carrera "James Bond" - (1/36th scale) Slot Cars group to include (1) Aston Martin V12 Vanquish taken from the film 
"Die Another Day" - dark grey; (2) same as (1) but short rigid perspex case with separate spare brushes and (3) 
(Unlicensed) - Street version - conditions are generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1024. Scalextric (Micro) G1044 "James Bond" Slot Car Set taken from the film "Quantum of Solace" to include Aston Martin 
DBS and Alfa Romeo 159 - this (1/64th scale) set is generally Near Mint to Mint in a Excellent box - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

1025. Scalextric "James Bond" - (1/32nd scale) Slot Car Set taken from the film "Quantum of Solace" to include Aston Martin 
DBS and Alfa Romeo 159 - contents is believed to Mint in a generally Excellent Plus (factory sealed) box. 

 £50 - £70 

1026. Scalextric "James Bond" - (1/32nd scale) Slot Car Set - this harder to find Scalextric Digital set includes Aston Martin 
DBS and Alfa Romeo 159 - condition is believed to be Mint in a Near Mint (factory sealed) large box - also comes with a Fair 
outer carton - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

1027. Minichamps "James Bond" - (1/43rd scale) 2 x Gift Sets (1) "Die Another Day" to include Jaguar XKR Roadster; (2) 
Aston Martin V12 Vanquish and Ford Thunderbird - conditions are Mint in a Near Mint presentation box and "Casino Royale" to 
include Aston Martin DBS and Aston Martin DB5 - conditions are generally Mint in a Near Mint presentation box.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1028. Minichamps "James Bond" - (1/43rd scale) 436137621 Aston Martin DBS - gold plated finish (LTD 2016PCS) and 
another Aston Martin DB5 gold plated finish (LTD 2016PCS) - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid 
perspex cases and outer carded sleeves.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1029. Minichamps "James Bond" - (1/43rd scale) group to include Aston Martin DBS; Alfa Romeo 159; BMW Z8 - conditions 
appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 
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1030. Minichamps "James Bond" - (1/43rd scale) Lotus Esprit group (1) white, chrome (road version); (2) Underwater version, 
black, white and (3) Esprit Turbo - metallic bronze, gold and silver trim with skis - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to 
Mint rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1031. Minichamps "James Bond" - (1/43rd scale) group to include (1) Toyota 2000GT; (2) Aston Martin DB5; (3) Aston Martin 
DBS and (4) BMW Z3 - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint including rigid perspex cases and outer carded 
sleeves.  (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1032. Minichamps "James Bond" - (1/43rd scale) a group of 3 taken from the film "Die Another Day" (1) Aston Martin V12 
Vanquish; (2) Ford Thunderbird and (3) Jaguar XKR Roadster - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid 
perspex cases and outer carded sleeves.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1033. Italeri "James Bond" - Westland Helicopter taken from the film "Sky Fall" - drab green including blades - Mint in a 
generally Excellent presentation box (couple of small creases to lid). 

 £20 - £30 

1034. Corgi "The James Bond Diecasts of Corgi" 1st Edition Book covers the range of diecast vehicles produced by Corgi 
Toys during the 1960's, 70's, 80's and 90's - this being a 1st Edition is Ltd 400/500 signed by the author "Dave Worrall" - overall 
condition is Excellent Plus see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1035. Corgi 96655 "James Bond" - (re-issue) Aston Martin DB5 this (1/43rd scale) finished in silver, red interior and tyre 
slashers, gold trim, comes with secret instruction pack and certificate - Mint in a Excellent striped window box and 96656 gold 
plated Aston Martin DB5 - gold plated finish with red interior and tyre slashers, comes complete with certificate - Mint in a Near 
Mint rigid perspex case, outer black and gold carded sleeve is Excellent (some small scuffs around edges).  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1036. Corgi 96655 "James Bond" - (re-issue 270) this (1/43rd scale) finished in silver, red interior and tyre slashers, comes 
with secret instruction pack and certificate - overall condition is Near Mint in a Excellent striped window box (couple of small 
scuffs around edges) and 04202 "35th Goldfinger Anniversary" Aston Martin DB5 - gold plated finish, black interior and tyre 
slashers - complete with certificate - Mint including rigid perspex case, outer carded sleeve is Excellent.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1037. Corgi 04204 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - finished in gold, red interior and another but finished in 
silver - conditions are Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1038. Corgi 94060 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 this (1/36th scale) finished in silver, red interior with 2 x figures, with 
badge to left hand side - Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent window box and another but early issue C271/1 (made in Great 
Britain) - finished in silver, red interior, 4-spoke wheels - Near Mint in a Good Plus blue and yellow window box (does have 
some scuffs to edges).  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1039. Corgi TY93994 "James Bond" - "Casino Royale" - (1/36th scale) 2-piece set to include Aston Martin DBS and Aston 
Martin DB5 Ltd 200pcs - Mint including wooden display plinth, inner plastic packing piece is Excellent in a Near Mint correct 
plain white carded box complete with certificate - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 
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1040. Corgi "James Bond" Attache Case 8-piece gift set to include 8 models which are all chrome plated finish including 
BMW Z3 with figure; Jaguar XKR Roadster with figure; Aston Martin DB5 Lotus Esprit plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in a Excellent chrome and silver presentation attache case (usual slight creases to lid), comes with 
correct paperwork and outer transit carton - see photo. 

 £130 - £150 

1041. Corgi "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - this (1/36th scale) models were released as 
over run issues to the Ingot issue (believed to be 150 only) - this example is Mint in Good Plus correct plain mailaway box - see 
photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1042. Corgi "James Bond" Toyota 2000GT taken from the film "You Only Live Twice" - white, black interior with "Aki" figure, 
red aerial, chrome trim - Mint including inner pictorial stand, outer carded picture box is Good Plus (some small 
creases) - (Spyguise Ltd 424/500). 

 £40 - £50 

1043. Corgi "James Bond" Sunbeam Alpine taken from the film "Dr No" - finished in drab blue, cream interior and tonneau, 
silver trim - Mint, inner carded tray is Near Mint, outer carded picture box is Excellent Plus (Spyguise Ltd 186/400). 

 £40 - £50 

1044. Corgi "James Bond" Lotus Esprit taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - black, white - Mint including inner 
pictorial stand, outer carded picture box is Excellent with missiles attached so sprue (Spyguise Ltd 313/500). 

 £40 - £50 

1045. Corgi "James Bond" Lotus Esprit Turbo taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - metallic bronze, black including skis, 
gold trim - Mint inner carded tray is Excellent in a Good Plus (slightly creased) carded picture box (Spyguise Ltd 163/250) 

 £40 - £50 

1046. Corgi "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Thunderball" - silver, red interior, gold front and rear 
bumpers, chrome wheels - Mint, inner carded tray is Excellent Plus outer carded picture box is Good Plus to Excellent (couple 
of small scuffs on edges) - with a colour folded leaflet (Spyguise Ltd 335/1000). 

 £40 - £50 

1047. Corgi "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Thunderball" - silver, red interior, gold bumpers, chrome 
wheels - Mint, inner carded tray is Excellent (some small creases) outer carded picture box is Good Plus (Spyguise Ltd 
368/1000). 

 £40 - £50 

1048. Corgi "James Bond" - group to include (1/36th scale) Aston Martin DB5 (1) silver, red taken from the film "Goldeneye"; 
(2) 04303 same as (1) but taken from the film "Tomorrow Never Dies"; (3) same as (2) but 04302 Standard Issue; (4) 96445 
gold plated "30th Anniversary of Goldfinger" - (heavily tarnished) and 1/43rd scale 92978 Ferrari 355 taken from the film 
"Goldeneye" - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint unless stated in generally Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1049. Corgi "James Bond" gold plated group to include (1) CC06803 Rolls Royce taken from the film "Goldfinger" - with "Odd 
Job" figure, whitewall tyres - Mint in a Near Mint "The Directors Cut" window box; (2) "Corgi & Bond 40th Anniversary" CC07505 
Aston Martin V12 Vanquish and another but CC04307 Aston Martin DB5 - both are gold plated finish with black 
interior - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent presentation boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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1050. Corgi CC99171 "Goldfinger & Die Another Day" 2-piece gold gift set to include Aston Martin DB5 and Aston Martin V12 
Vanquish - models appear to be generally Mint including presentation box with a Near Mint outer carded sleeve and CC99194 
"Casino Royale" gift set to include Aston Martin DB5 and DBS - conditions appear to be generally Mint including presentation 
case and outer carded sleeve.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1051. Corgi CC99194 "James Bond" 2-piece Aston Martin DB5 and DBS Gift Set taken from the film "Casino 
Royale" - conditions appear to be Mint in a Near Mint case, outer carded sleeve is Excellent and 2 x gold plated "Corgi & Bond 
40th Anniversary" issues to include 2 x CC07505 Aston Martin V12 Vanquish- gold plated, black interior - conditions are Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent presentation boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1052. Corgi "James Bond" - Limited Edition Era Set a group of 3 (1) Sean Connery to include Aston Martin DB5 and 
"Goldfinger's" Rolls Royce; (2) Roger Moore to include Lotus Esprit (Underwater) and Lotus Esprit Turbo with skis and (3) 
Pierce Brosnan containing Aston Martin V12 Vanquished and Jaguar XKR Roadster - each set is Ltd 1500pcs - conditions are 
Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1053. Corgi "James Bond" 7-piece set to include 04201 Aston Martin DB5; 65001 Lotus Esprit (Underwater); 65301 Citroen 
2CV; 65201 Moonbuggy; 65101 Toyota 2000GT; 65501 "Stromberg" Helicopter and 65401 "Moonraker" Space 
Shuttle - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint presentation boxes.  (7) 

 £100 - £120 

1054. Corgi "James Bond" - a group of "The Ultimate Bond Collection" issues to include TY05102 BMW 750IL; TY04702 
Lotus Esprit Turbo; TY07101 AMC Hornet; TY05202 Toyota 2000GT plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in 
Excellent to Mint window boxes.  (19) 

 £80 - £100 

1055. Corgi "James Bond" - a group of Sets to include 2 x "The Ultimate Bond Collection" (1) BMW 750IL; BMW Z3 and 
BMW Z8; (2) to include Aston Martin V8; Aston Martin DB5 and Aston Martin V12 Vanquish - conditions appear to be generally 
Mint including window boxes, outer gift packs are Good Plus to Excellent (very slight discolouration) and (Super Drug) 
Exclusive TY991032 2-piece set taken from the film "Die Another Day" to include Aston Martin V12 Vanquish and Jaguar XKR 
Roadster - condition is Mint in a Near Mint presentation pack.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1056. Corgi "James Bond" - a group of "The Directors Cut" to include CC0412 Lotus Esprit (Underwater); CC04602 
Gyrocopter; CC06803 Rolls Royce; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint window boxes.  
(10) 

 £60 - £70 

1057. Corgi "James Bond" - a group of "The Definitive Bond Collection" issues to include CC99106 4-piece Canister Set; 
CC99101 3-piece Set and CC99105 BMW Z8 Diorama Set taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - conditions appear 
to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus (some scuffs around edges) to Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1058. Corgi "James Bond" - a group of "The Definitive Bond Collection" to include CC04401 Moonbuggy; CC04001 
"Moonraker" Space Shuttle; 65102 Toyota 2000 GT; CC06401 Renault 11 "Taxi" plus others - conditions appear to be generally 
Mint in Excellent to Mint window boxes - the lot also includes 4-piece Canister Set and BMW Diorama Set.  (19) 

 £80 - £110 
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1059. Corgi "James Bond" - a group of (1/36th scale) to include CC93989 "A Model History" 2-piece Canister Gift Set; 65001 
Lotus Esprit with "Jaws" figure; "The Ultimate Bond Collection" Aston Martin V12 Vanquish and Jaguar XKR taken from the film 
"Die Another Day" plus "Marks & Spencer" Exclusive Issue Aston martin DB5 with leather keyring - conditions are generally 
Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1060. Corgi "James Bond" - a group of "Casino Royale" issues (1) "The Directors Cut" CC03801 Aston Martin DNS; (2) 
CC04309 Aston Martin DB5 - conditions are Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes plus advertising carded cube which is generally 
Near Mint - see photo.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1061. Corgi "James Bond" - a group of smaller scale issues including "Casino Royale" 2-piece set; "James Bond 007" 
4-piece Canister Set; another but 8-piece set; "Moonraker" Space Shuttle; Jaguar XKR Roadster plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes and presentation packaging.   (16) 

 £60 - £70 

1062. Corgi "James Bond" - Icon Figure "James Bond Moore" dressed in tan suit (Ltd 1000) - Mint in a Excellent box. 

 £120 - £140 

1063. Corgi "James Bond" - Icon Figure "Bond Connery" - dressed in white and black tuxedo (Ltd `1000) - Mint in a Excellent 
box. 

 £120 - £140 

1064. Corgi "James Bond" - Icon Figures (1) "M"; (2) "Q" and (3) "Miss Moneypenny" - conditions are generally Mint in God 
Plus to Excellent boxes (all have some marks on front where labels have been partially removed).  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1065. Corgi "James Bond" - Icon Figures group to include (1) Nataly Simonova, (2) Honey Rider; (3) Mary Goodnight and 3 x 
"James Bond" (1) Connery; (2) Moore and (3) Brosnan - conditions are generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £90 

1066. Corgi "James Bond" - Icon Figures a group to include "Agent 006"; "Elektra"; "Zukovsky" and "Bond 
Brosnan" - conditions are generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1067. Corgi "James Bond" - Icon Figures a group to include "Drax"; "Jaws"; "Odd Job"; "Dr No"; "Scaramanga" and 
"Blofeld" - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1068. Corgi "James Bond" F404101 Icon Figure Set taken from the film "Dr No" to include "James Bond Connery"; "Dr No" 
and "Honey Rider" - conditions are generally Mint including diorama, polystyrene tray is Excellent in a generally Excellent 
(couple of small scuffs around edges) carded box with colour folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

1069. Corgi "James Bond" - Icon Figure Display Stand - overall condition is generally Excellent, comes in a correct transit box 
with correct inner packing pieces - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 
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1070. Solido "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) Citroen 2CV taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - finished in yellow, black 
with "007" to side - Mint in a Good window box (does have a mark to front where label has been removed) and Paul's Model Art 
Aston Martin V12 Vanquish taken from the film "Die Another Day" - silver/grey - Mint in a Excellent window box.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1071. Matchbox "James Bond" 4-piece Gift Set taken from the film "License to Kill" to include Helicopter, Plane, Pick-up and 
Peterbilt Articulated Tanker - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, inner plastic tray is Excellent, outer window 
box is Good (scuffs to edges); Herpa (1/87th scale) BMW 3-piece set which is generally Mint including rigid perspex case in a 
Near Mint carded box; Micro Machines Set 1 "The Spy Who Loved Me" and Set 3 "Goldfinger" - conditions are Mint on Near 
Mint to Mint blister cards.  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1072. Johnny Lightning Trade Pack 26104 containing 12-pieces including Ford Mustang and BMW Z3 and 26105 containing 
12-pieces including Chevrolet Corvette, Maintenance Van plus others - all conditions are generally Mint on Near Mint to Mint 
blister cards, outer transit cartons are Fair to Good (24-pieces in total). 

 £60 - £70 

1073. Johnny Lightning "James Bond" Set 002 includes 3 4-piece Gift Sets (1) "Villainous Vehicles"; (2) "Ravishing Ragtops" 
and (3) "Heroic Horsepower" - conditions are Mint in Near Mint to Mint window boxes all contained in generally Excellent outer 
transit carton.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1074. Johnny Lightning a group to include Aston Martin DB5; Lotus Esprit Turbo; Ford Mustang Mach 1; Toyota 2000GT; 
plus others also includes 2 x "40th 007 Anniversary" 2-piece Gift Sets with figures - conditions are generally Mint on Excellent to 
Mint blister cards.  (18) 

 £50 - £60 

1075. Minichamps "James Bond" - (1/43rd scale) 2-piece "Quantum of Solace" Gift Set to include Aston Martin DBS and Alfa 
Romeo 159TI - conditions are Mint in a Near Mint presentation box and Ford Ka - Mint including rigid perspex case and outer 
carded sleeve.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1076. Shell Promotional "James Bond" small scale issue Cars to include Aston Martin DBS; Lotus Esprit, Aston Martin DB5; 
Sunbeam Alpine and BMW Z3 Roadster - conditions appear to be generally Mint including rigid perspex cases, outer black and 
brown carded boxes are generally Good to Near Mint.  (5) 

 £25 - £35 

1077. De Agostini "The James Bond Collection" a group of 131 pieces plus magazines includes "Live & Let Die" Chevrolet 
Impala; "Quantum of Solace" Aston Martin DBS; "Thunderball" Ford Mustang Convertible; "Moonraker" Chevrolet "Ambulance"; 
"Octopussy" - Range Rover plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Good to Mint mainly sealed 
presentation rigid perspex cases with packaging - the lot also includes large quantity of magazines (not checked for 
correctness) - see photo. 

 £340 - £420 

1078. The Easton Press "James Bond" Vintage Book Collection - includes "Diamonds are Forever"; "Fore Your Eyes Only"; 
"The Spy who Loved Me"; "Thunderball" plus others - all are still factory sealed therefore Mint in plain white transit cartons - see 
photo.  (14) 

 £60 - £70 
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1079. "James Bond" related group to include VHS and DVD Films; Playing Cards; DVD Presentation Tin Box Set; hard back 
Books to include "James Bond The Legacy"; plus others including Swatch "The James Bond Collection" - conditions vary from 
Good Plus to Mint.  (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1080. Corgi Juniors 3004 "James Bond" Gift Set taken from the film "On Her Majesty's Secret Service" to include 1010 
"James Bond" Volkswagen 1300 (Beetle) - orange with green, yellow, black, red and white stripes, racing number 5, yellow 
interior, Whizzwheels; 1011 "James Bond" Bobsleigh - yellow, black Whizzwheels, grey plastic fender, yellow and black "007" 
label and 1012 "Spectre" Bobsleigh - orange, black Whizzwheels, grey plastic fender, black "Spectre" label - conditions appear 
to be generally Near Mint to Mint on generally Excellent to Near Mint blister cards - bubbles are Good Plus (some slight 
crushing) to Excellent Plus all contained in extremely rare Good Plus to Excellent outer carded sleeve (does have some small 
creases and scuffs to edges) - still a beautiful example of a very rare and hard to find set - see photo. 

 £5000 - £6000 

1081. Gilbert 16101 "James Bond 007" Action Figure - dressed in white top, red shorts with white side flashes, comes with 
red flippers, mask and snorkel - overall condition is generally Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good to 
Good Plus colourful lift off lid box (does have some creases and small scuffs around edges), also comes accompanied with 
correct instruction leaflet with pistol in bag plus some original Marx Caps - see photo. 

 £280 - £320 

1082. Gilbert 16101 "James Bond 007" Action Figure dressed in white top, red shorts with white side flashes, comes 
accompanied with green flippers, mask and snorkel, instruction leaflet - box is generally Fair to Good (does have some tape 
repair). 

 £200 - £240 

1083. Gilbert 16011 "James Bond 007" Action Figure dressed in blue pin-striped suit, white shirt with red tie - overall 
condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent lovely bright example, comes with a reproduction box. 

 £100 - £150 

1084. Gilbert 16011 "James Bond 007" Action Figure dress in black jacket, charcoal trousers, white shirt with red tie - overall 
condition is generally Good - unboxed. 

 £80 - £100 

1085. Gilbert 16111 "James Bond 007" - "Odd Job" Action Figure dressed in white karate suit, black belt and bowler 
hat - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent lovely bright example with correct instruction leaflet in a generally 
Good (slightly grubby around edges) lift off lid presentation box. 

 £300 - £400 

1086. Gilbert 16111 "James Bond 007" - "Odd Job" Action Figure dressed in white karate suit with black belt and hat (hat is 
not original) - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (unboxed). 

 £100 - £150 

1087. Gilbert "James Bond 007" Action Figure Outfit this pack contains white shirt with red tie, black suit, pair of socks and 
shoes - condition appears to be generally Near Mint on a generally Excellent (factory sealed) card back with cellophane 
cover - see photo. 

 £200 - £300 
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1088. Gilbert "James Bond 007" Action Figure Disguise Outfit which includes 2 x masks, trousers and long coat, hat, shoes, 
grenade, binoculars, glasses - condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint on a generally Good Plus to Excellent 
(factory sealed) backing card with cellophane cover - also comes complete with (still attached to inner back), Gilbert Action 
Figure colour folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £200 - £300 

1089. Gilbert "James Bond 007" Action Figure Scuba Outfit to include water tanks, harpoon gun; diving jacket and hat with 
duck figure, underwater speeder - conditions appear to be generally Good to Excellent - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1090. Gilbert "James Bond 007" Action Figure Disguise Outfit which includes hat, belt, long coat, shoes, binoculars, 2 x 
masks, grenade, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint.  (qty) 

 £80 - £100 

1091. Gilbert "James Bond 007" Action Figure Outfit to include blue pin-striped jacket, shoes and pistol, also comes 
accompanied with instruction leaflet - conditions are generally Good Plus - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1092. Gilbert "James Bond 007" Action Figure Scuba Outfit Accessories a group to include air tanks, underwater speeder, 
harpoon gun plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1093. Gilbert 16543 "James Bond 007" Action Toys Secret Agent Set to include gun case and bullet-shield "M" 
desk - conditions appear to be generally Mint on a Good Plus to Excellent (creased) yellow, red and black presentation blister 
(unopened) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1094. Gilbert "James Bond 007" Spy Watch - finished in chrome with black and silver "007" embossed, red, white and 
chrome dial with blue, white and red strap - overall condition is generally Near Mint, backing card is Excellent Plus in a 
generally Excellent correct rigid perspex, also comes accompanied with correct instruction/warranty folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £200 - £240 

1095. Gilbert "James Bond 007" Spy Watch - finished in chrome with "007" black and chrome embossed, all white dial with 
red, white and blue strap - overall condition is generally Excellent - unboxed. 

 £80 - £100 

1096. Gilbert 19750 "James Bond 007" Slot Car Road Race Set - containing 6 layout pieces plus various accessories (not 
complete) - comes with 1 car only Aston Martin DB5 - red, chrome trim including bullet screen, plus 2 x Code 3 rigid perspex 
cases - conditions appear generally Good to Good Plus in a Poor to Fair (Sears) box. 

 £150 - £200 

1097. Gilbert "James Bond 007" Slot Car Road Race Set - comprises of 6 x Snap-Together Scenic Sections, plus various 
accessories, power pack, 2 x cars (1) "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - blue and (2) Ford Mustang Fastback - red plus many 
other small accessories (believed to be complete and in good working order by the vendor) - unchecked by Vectis but condition 
is generally Good Plus to Near Mint complete with instruction leaflet in a generally Fair to Good (slightly grubby around edges) 
colour picture box - see photo. 

 £300 - £400 
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1098. Gilbert 1966 Toy Catalogue 20-page colour issue features "James Bond"; "The Man From UNCLE"; "Honey West"; 
"Moon McDare"; Erector Constructors plus others - this example is generally Excellent extremely hard to find in this condition. 

 £50 - £70 

1099. Gilbert colour folded double sided leaflet to include Action Figure Range "The Man From UNCLE"; "James Bond"; 
"Moon McDare" and "Honey West" - condition is generally Excellent (folded) and double sided instruction leaflet covering 
"James Bond", "Honey West", "The Man From UNCLE" and "Moon McDare" instructions for accessories - folded - overall 
condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1100. Durham Industries (Japan) tinplate factory operated "James Bond" Aston Martin DN5 - overall condition is generally 
Excellent Plus (does have a crease to roof panel) in a generally Fair to Good (unlicensed) lift-off lid secret agent box. 

 £150 - £200 

1101. Durham Industries (Japan) tinplate - "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - this battery operated remote control issue is 
generally Excellent (does have small indentation to roof) - slight loss of chrome to front and rear bumpers - still a bright example 
in a Poor to Fair (unlicensed) secret agent lift off lid presentation box (without Durham Industries text to side) - see photo. 

 £90 - £120 

1102. Cecil Coleman "James Bond" Action Figure taken from the film "You Only Live Twice" - dressed in black pants and 
jumper (should be dressed in Commander Bond outfit) - this example is generally Good Plus with a reproduction box. 

 £100 - £150 

1103. Scalextric "James Bond 007" Slot Car Racing Set - includes various track and accessories (missing cars) - not checked 
for correctness, carded base is generally Good including inner packing piece, outer lift off lid is Fair - still a rare and hard to find 
box - see photo. 

 £400 - £500 

1104. "James Bond" - "50 Years of James Bond the Auction" - Christie's Auction Catalogue - films from "Dr 
No" - 2 - Quantum of Solace - auction lots include mainly props as used in the film - catalogue has become very collectable this 
example is Mint still with outer mailaway carton - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

The Glenrothes Collection 

1105. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) group to include 25BV Peugeot "Postes" Van; 25Cg Citroen type H "Gervais" Van; 564 
Renault Estafette "Miroitier"; 25o "Nestle's" plus others - conditions appear to generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes. (9) 

 £70 - £80 

1106. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) group to include 32c Panhard "Esso" Articulated Tanker; 32an "Calberson"; 585 Berliet 
Tipper; 35a Citroen "Dinky Service" Wrecker plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes.  
(6) 

 £50 - £70 
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1107. French Dinky "Atlas Editions" group to include 587 Citroen type H "Philips" Van; 29d Paris              Autobus; 562H 
Citroen 2CV "Wegenwacht" Van; 564 Renault Estafette "Miroitier" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in 
Excellent (slight crushing to end) to Mint carded picture boxes.  (9) 

 £70 - £80 

1108. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) group 24v Buick Roadmaster; 24n Citroen 11BL; 24k Simca Vedette; 24CP Citroen DS19 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £70 - £80 

1109. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) group 24v Buick Roadmaster; 546 Austin Healey 100 Sports Car; 532 Lincoln Premiere; 
24s Simca 8 Sport; 555 Ford Thunderbird plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes.  (11) 

 £70 - £80 

1110. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) group 24b Peugeot 203; 526 Mercedes 190SL; 551 Ford Taunus "Polizei"; 518 Renault 
4L plus others - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £70 - £80 

1111. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) group 24h Talbot Lago; 24f Peugeot 403 Familiale; 24UT Simca "Taxi"; 24l Peugeot 402 
"Taxi" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes (apart from one which has some slight 
crushing).  (11) 

 £70 - £80 

1112. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) group 531 Fiat 1200 "Grande Vue"; 24CP Citroen DS19; 549 Panhard RL17; 517 
Renault R8 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes.  (11) 

 £70 - £80 

1113. French Dinky group 24CP Citroen DS19; 551 Fiat 1200 "Grande Vue"; 811 Caravan; 24m Volkswagen Karmann Ghia; 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes.  (11) 

 £70 - £80 

1114. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) group 1423 Peugeot 504 Cabriolet; 534 BMW 1500; 539 Citroen ID19; 533 Mercedes 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint detail picture boxes.  (9) 

 £60 - £70 

1115. Dinky (Atlas Editions) group 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe; 197 Morris Mini Traveller; 184 Volvo 122S; 191 Dodge Royal 
Sedan plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent (slightly creased) to Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £60 - £70 

1116. Dinky (Atlas Editions) 162 Ford Zephyr; 182 Porsche 356A Coupe, 482 Bedford "Dinky Toys" Delivery Van; 159 Morris 
Oxford Saloon; 481 Bedford "Ovaltine" Delivery Van plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint 
boxes.  (9) 

 £60 - £70 

1117. Dinky (Atlas Editions) group 177 Opel Kapitan; 111 Triumph TR2 Sports Car; 104 Aston Martin DB3S; 28c Mercedes 
Racing Car plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £60 - £70 
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1118. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) a pair of "Coffiet Collector" Gift Sets (1) "Nashville" to include 532 Lincoln Premiere, 538 
Buick Roadmaster and 555 Ford Thunderbird "75th Anniversary Dinky Toys 2-piece set to include Citroen type H Van "Dinky 
Toys" and Peugeot "Club Dinky Toys" Van - conditions are Mint including presentation lift off lid boxes - see photo.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1119. Dinky (Atlas Editions) a miscellaneous group to include 40 Ville Road Signs; 49d "Esso" Petrol Pumps; the lot also 
includes various ephemera, certificates and binder - conditions are generally Mint.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

1120. Dinky 219 Jaguar XJ 5.3C "Big Cat" a pair finished in white, black base and interior, chrome wheels with "Big Cat" 
black, white and red decals - both appear to be generally Near Mint still in original bubble packaging - lot also comes 
accompanied with 1 x modern (reproduction) window box - see photo.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1121. Dinky 210 Alfa Romeo 33 Tipo Le Mans - fluorescent body, black bonnet and doors, off-white interior, cast hubs, 
chrome trim, racing number 36 - Excellent including rigid perspex case and 220 Ferrari P5 - metallic red, white base, silver trim, 
yellow interior, chrome engine, cast hubs - Excellent Plus in a Excellent rigid perspex case.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1122. Dinky 187 De Tomaso Mangusta - fluorescent body, white engine covers and bonnet, black interior, cast hubs, racing 
number 7 - Good Plus still a bright example that displays well in a Excellent rigid perspex case and 188 Jensen FF - yellow, 
black interior, cast hubs - Excellent (couple of small marks to edges) in a Good Plus rigid perspex case.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1123. Dinky 165 Humber Hawk - two-tone light beige, maroon including roof, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black 
treaded tyres - Good Plus to Excellent still a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot 
and 174 Ford Mercury Cougar - blue body, silver base, yellow interior, gold cast hubs, chrome pop-up aerial - Excellent Plus in 
a generally Good to Good Plus carded picture box.  (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1124. Dinky 189 Lamborghini Marzal - illuminous green, white, black engine cover, red interior, cast hubs - Good Plus 
including rigid perspex case and 223 McLaren Can-Am - white, blue, red seat, cast hubs, racing number 5 - Excellent Plus in a 
Fair (complete) carded picture box.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1125. Dinky 242 Ferrari F1 Racing Car - red including plastic detachable engine cover, silver trim, figure driver, racing 
number 36, spun hubs - Good to Good Plus in a generally Excellent yellow and red presentation window box and French Dinky 
1417 Matra F1 Racing Car - blue, chrome engine, cast hubs, racing number 17 - Good Plus to Excellent (without figure driver) 
in a Good to Good Plus carded picture box.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1126. Dinky group 159 Morris Oxford Saloon - stone body, fawn ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim (small 
baseplate lettering) - Excellent in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box; 190 Caravan - two-tone, mid-blue, cream, beige 
ridged hubs, black metal jockey wheel - Good Plus in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box; 263 Superior Criterion 
"Ambulance" - very pale grey, red side flashes and roof-light, silver trim, chrome spun hubs, patient on stretcher - Excellent in a 
Fair yellow and red carded picture box and 429 Trailer (large) - grey, black, red Supertoy hubs with treaded tyres, metal draw 
and tow hook - Excellent in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 
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1127. Dinky Military 666 Missile Erector Vehicle with Corporal Missile and Launching Platform - green including hubs, with 
windows and figure driver - comes with white and black missile - condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (very slight 
rusting to bare metal parts) still a lovely bright example in a generally Fair to Good blue and white striped lift off lid box with 
some inner packing pieces (one piece is reproduction) - with correct operating instruction leaflet - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1128. Dinky Military 667 Missile Servicing Platform Vehicle - green including Supertoy hubs and plastic basket - Excellent 
Plus (very slight rusting to bare metal parts) in a generally Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box with correct inner 
packing pieces, also come accompanied with correct instruction leaflet and "tested by" tag - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

1129. Dinky Military 622 Foden 10-ton Truck - green including green hubs and metal tilt, figure driver, tow hook, comes with 
10 x seated metal privates - overall condition is Good Plus (does have  some staining to sides) in a Fair to Good blue and white 
striped lift off lid box and 666 Missile Erecting Vehicle with Corporal Missile and Launching Platform - finished in green including 
hubs, with windows and figure driver - Good Plus in a Fair (grubby) blue and white striped lift off lid box with inner packing 
pieces (one piece is reproduction) with correct folded instruction leaflet.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1130. Dinky Military 622 Foden 10-ton Truck - green including ridged hubs and metal tilt, figure driver, tow hook - Good (slight 
surface marks to tilt) in a generally Good (slightly grubby around edges) blue and white striped lift off lid box and 660 Mighty 
Antar Tank Transporter - green including Supertoy hubs - Fair still a bright example in a Fair (grubby) blue and white striped lift 
off lid box.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1131. Dinky 936 Leyland 8-wheeled chassis - silver, red including plastic hubs, 3 x 5-ton weights, figure driver - Good Plus to 
Excellent (couple of small chips on weights) in a generally Good (slightly grubby around edges) yellow and red lift off lid box 
with detail picture. 

 £70 - £80 

1132. Dinky 958 Guy Warrior with Snowplough - black, yellow including Supertoy hubs, dark blue solid roof-light - Fair to 
Good in a Fair yellow and red lift off lid box with detail picture and 959 Foden Dump Truck with Bulldozer Blade - red, silver, 
lemon hubs (plastic to front), figure driver - Fair to Good including yellow and blue lift off lid box with detail picture.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1133. Dinky 977 Commercial Servicing Platform Vehicle - cream, red including Supertoy hubs and plastic basket - Good Plus 
still a lovely bright example in a Fair (some stains to one end) blue and white striped lift off lid box and 981 Horse Box "British 
Railways Express Horse Box Hire Service" - maroon, silver trim, red ridged hubs - Good (does have chips to roof and edges) in 
a generally Good to Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box with "LF" label to end.  (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1134. Dinky group 300 Massey Harris Tractor - late issue finished in red, yellow hubs including plastic to front, tow hook, 
plastic figure driver and chimney stack - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box; 561 
Blaw Knox Bulldozer - red including blade, black arms and metal rollers with replacement green rubber tracks, light tan figure 
driver - Fair to Good in a Good blue lift off lid box with paper label and 971 "Coles" Mobile Crane - yellow ballast and jib, light 
tan figure driver, black base, bright yellow Supertoy hubs with grey replacement tyres - Good in a Fair to Good blue and white 
striped lift off lid box with inner packing pieces.  (3) 

 £80 - £100 
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1135. Dinky 952 Vega Major Luxury Coach a pair (1) off-white (very pale cream), blue interior, grey base, spun hubs - this 
battery operated issue is Good Plus still a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded box with detailed picture and (2) same 
as (1) but pale grey, light beige interior, cast hubs - Excellent in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red lift off lid box with detail 
picture, also comes accompanied with correct instruction leaflet.  (2) 

 £90 - £110 

1136. Dinky group 404 Conveyancer Forklift Truck - orange, yellow (does have some fading); 437 Muir Hill 2-wheeled 
Loader - yellow, cast hubs, figure driver; 438 Ford D800 Tipper Truck - metallic red cab, yellow back, silver chassis, white 
interior, cast hubs and 945 AEC Fuel Tanker "Esso" - white cab, pale grey base, light greyish-blue interior, white tanker trailer 
with cream plastic tank, mid-grey plastic gantry and filler caps, cast hubs, 2 x dark grey hoses - conditions are generally 
Excellent to Excellent Plus (some have fading to plastics) in generally Poor to Fair boxes and bubble packs.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1137. Dinky 29a "Dinky Toys Collectors Association" - re-issue Double Decker Omnibus "Dinky Toys" - yellow, cream, silver 
metal wheels, complete with certificate 89/100 - Mint in a Near Mint box. 

 £30 - £40 

1138. French Dinky 893 Tracteur Unic Saharien - beige, white, concave and convex hubs, 6 x black plastic pipe load - Good 
Plus to Excellent (does have some chips on edges) in a generally Fair to Good (still displays well) blue and white striped lift off 
lid box. 

 £50 - £70 

1139. French Dinky 887 Tracteur Unic "Air/BP" - white, green and yellow cab, with matching tanker trailer - overall condition 
is generally Good Plus to Excellent (does have some discolouration to plastics) in a generally Fair (slightly faded) blue and 
white striped lift off lid box with detail picture - comes with 6 x loose grey pipes - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

1140. French Dinky 39a Tracteur Unic "Dinky Toys Service Livraison" - silver, orange including convex and concave 
hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1141. Dinky 984 Car Carrier "Dinky Auto Service" - red, grey including Supertoy hubs with matching 985 Trailer - condition is 
generally Good Plus still a lovely bright example, both come with reproduction boxes.  (2) 

 £80 - £90 

1142. Dinky group 514 Guy "Lyons Swiss Rolls" - blue, mid-blue ridged hubs; 582 Bedford Pullmore Car Transporter - light 
blue cab and back, fawn platforms, mid-blue ridged and Supertoy hubs (harder variation to find with 3 x rivet sides); 905 Foden 
(2nd type) Flat Truck with Chains - red including chassis and plastic hubs (harder variation to find), grey back and 934 Leyland 
Octopus Wagon - green, yellow including chassis, red Supertoy hubs - conditions are generally Poor to Fair all come with 
reproduction boxes.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1143. Dinky group 434 Bedford TK Crash Tender "Top Rank" - white, red interior, dark green plastic hubs; another (painted 
roof); 435 Bedford TK Tipper - light grey cab, mid-blue roof, dark blue interior, silver chassis, orange tipper, black plastic hubs; 
914 AEC "British Road Services" Articulated Truck and Trailer - red including plastic hubs, light grey trailer with green plastic 
canopy and 956 Turntable Fire Engine - red including plastic hubs, with windows, silver platform, chrome ladders (harder 
variation to find) - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent all come with reproduction boxes.  (5) 

 £70 - £80 
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1144. Dinky 280 Midland Mobile Bank - two tone, cream, silver, blue side flashes, chrome spun hubs; 952 Vega Major Luxury 
Coach - off-white, light blue interior, cast spun hubs (battery operated issue) and French Dinky 869U Autobus 
Urbain - two-tone, pale grey, green including concave hubs, brown interior - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still 
bright examples, all come with reproduction boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1145. Dinky group to include 281 Luxury Coach - maroon, cream side flashes, red ridged hubs; 341 Land Rover 
Trailer - orange, red plastic hubs with grey tyres; 490 Electric Dairy Delivery Truck "Express Dairy" - grey, mid-blue including 
ridged hubs, another but cream, red including ridged hubs plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair - all come with 
reproduction boxes.  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1146. Dinky 581/979 Horse Box a group of 4 (restored/repainted) to include (1) "British Railways Express Horse Box Hire 
Service"; (2) "Chipperfield Circus"; (3) "LNER" and (4) "New Market Race Horse Transport Service Ltd" - all come with 
reproduction boxes.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1147. Dinky (restored/repainted) group of Guy Vans to include "Lyons Swiss Rolls"; "Robertson's Golden Shred"; "Ever 
Ready Batteries for Life" and "Slumberland" - all come with reproduction boxes.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1148. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Guy Warrior "Heinz 57 Varieties"; Guy "Weetabix" Van; "Spratt's" and 
"Slumberland" - all come with reproduction boxes.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1149. Dinky (restored/repainted) 901 Foden (2nd type) Diesel 8-wheeled Wagon; 902 Foden (2nd type) Flat Truck; 934 
Leyland Octopus Wagon - blue, yellow and 941 "Mobilgas" Leyland Octopus Wagon - (Code 3 conversion) - with standard 941 
Foden box - all boxes are reproduction.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1150. Dinky (restored/repainted) Tanker group to include 504 Foden (1st type) two-tone blue; 941 Foden (2nd 
type) - "Mobilgas"; 942 "Regent" and 943 Leyland Octopus "Esso Petroleum Company Ltd" - all come with reproduction boxes.  
(4) 

 £70 - £80 

1151. Dinky (restored/repainted) group 504 Foden (1st type) 14-ton Tanker; 642 Pressure Refueller (Code 3) - Shell/BP; 934 
Leyland Octopus Wagon - yellow, green and 944 Leyland Octopus "Shell/BP" Tanker - all come with reproduction boxes.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1152. Dinky (restored/repainted) group 511 Guy 4-ton Lorry; 923 Big Bedford "Heinz 57 Varieties", another but with sauce 
bottle; 958 Guy Warrior with Snowplough and 968 Roving Vehicle "BBC TV" Van - all come with reproduction boxes.  (5) 

 £70 - £80 

1153. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include 965 Euclid Rear Dump Truck; French Dinky 32AB Panhard "SNCF"; 33d 
Simca Flat Truck - yellow, green and 36b Truck and Trailer - red, orange, yellow (original green plastic canopy) - all come with 
reproduction boxes.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 
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1154. Dinky (restored/repainted) 100 "Thunderbirds" Lady Penelope's FAB1 a pair (1) pink including roof slides, gold interior 
with "Lady Penelope & Parker" figures, cast spun hubs and (2) same as (1) but fluorescent pink body - both come with 
reproduction boxes.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1155. Dinky 101 "Thunderbirds" - Thunderbird 2 - blue, black undercarriage, red thrusters, yellow legs with Thunderbird 4 
pod; another same as previous but red legs (without pod) and 108 "Joe 90" - Sam's Car - chrome plated finish, lemon interior, 
red engine, cast hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus all come with reproduction boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1156. Dinky 908 Mighty Antar with transformer load - yellow, grey, red Supertoy hubs, another but 986 - finished in red, grey 
with propeller load, both have been (restored/repainted) with reproduction boxes.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1157. Dinky (restored/repainted) Gift Sets (1) 299 "Post Office Services" containing Morris "Royal Mail" Delivery Van, "Post 
Office Telephones" Service Van, Public Telephone Box and 2 x figures and 150 "Competition Sports Cars" Set to include MG; 
Austin Healey; Sunbeam Alpine, Aston Martin and Triumph TR2 - all come with reproduction boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1158. Dinky (restored/repainted) pair of Gift Sets (1) 149 "Sports Cars" to include MG Midget; Austin Healey; Sunbeam 
Alpine; Aston Martin and Triumph TR2 and 249 "Racing Cars" to include Cooper Bristol; Alfa Romeo; Ferrari; HWM and 
Maserati - both come with reproduction boxes.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1159. Dinky group of mainly (restored/repainted) to include 425 Bedford TK Coal Truck; 642 "RAF" Pressure Refueller; 960 
Albion Chieftain Lorry Mounted Concrete Mixer; 962 Muir Hill Dumper Truck; 970 "Jones" Fleetmaster Cantilever Crane and 
972 "Coles" Lorry Mounted Crane - all are come with reproduction boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £90 

1160. Dinky group of mainly (restored/repainted) to include 412 Austin open back Wagon; 23p Gardener's Record Car; 194 
Bentley Coupe; 157 Jaguar XK120 plus others - all come with reproduction boxes.  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

1161. French Dinky group of (restored/repainted) to include 24k Simca Vedette; 24z Simca Versailles; 25t Trailer plus 
others - all come with reproduction boxes.  (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1162. Dinky Military group to include 623 Covered Wagon; 641 Austin Water Tanker; 643 Cargo Truck; French Dinky 821 
Mercedes Unimog plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus all come with reproduction boxes.  (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1163. Dinky Military group to include 666 Missile Erecting Vehicle with Corporal Missile and Launching Platform; 667 Mobile 
Missile Servicing Platform Vehicle; 692 Mighty Antar with Centurion Tank load; plus others - conditions are Fair to Good Plus 
still some bright examples, all come with reproduction boxes.  (6) 

 £80 - £90 

1164. Dinky (restored/repainted) group of Guy Wagons including open back red, green; "Robertson's Golden Shred" Van; 
"Heinz 57 Varieties" Van; plus others.  (8) 

 £70 - £80 
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1165. Dinky (restored/repainted) Foden/Leyland Octopus Tanker to include Foden (1st type) - "Shell/BP"; (2nd type) "Pratt's"; 
Leyland Octopus "Benzole National Mixture" plus others.  (6) 

 £80 - £90 

1166. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Foden (1st type) Diesel Wagon; (2nd type) with sack load "Ferrocrete"; 
Leyland Octopus Chain Wagon plus others.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1167. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Big Bedford "Lyons Swiss Rolls"; Thompson Tanker "National Benzole 
Mixture"; Leyland Comet Stake Truck; Big Bedford "Triumph" plus others.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1168. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include 3 x Horse Box "LMS"; 2 x "ABC TV" Outside Broadcasting Vehicles; 
Bedford TK "Castrol" plus others - see photo.  (10) 

 £70 - £80 

1169. Dinky (restored/repainted) a group of two-tone yellow "Dinky Toys" Vans including Bedford; Studebaker Tanker; Austin 
Van; plus others - see photo.  (7) 

 £60 - £70 

1170. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include AEC "Shell/BP" Tanker; Ford Transit "Kenwood" Van; Bedford TK "Coca 
Cola" Delivery Truck; plus others.  (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1171. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Bedford Van "Quaker Oats"; "Ovaltine"; Morris Commercial "Have A 
Capstan"; Trojan Van "PG Tips"; "Regent"; Austin "Omnisport" Van plus others.  (16) 

 £80 - £100 

1172. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Wayne Bus "Dinky Continental Tours"; Austin Covered Wagon; Bedford 
End Tipper; Electric Dairy Delivery Van "Unigate"; Daimler "Ambulance" plus others - see photo.  (14) 

 £70 - £80 

1173. French Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Panhard "Esso" Articulated Tanker; Simca Tipper; Berliet "GBO" 
Pipe Layer; Autobus Parisian plus others.   (8) 

 £70 - £80 

1174. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Caravans, Double Decker Bus; 30 Series "Ambulance"; Land Rover; 25 
Series Market Gardeners Truck plus others - see photo.  (13) 

 £70 - £80 

1175. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include 408 Big Bedford open back Truck; 417 Leyland Comet Stake Truck; 430 
Commer Breakdown Lorry; 930 Bedford Pallet Jekta "Dinky Toys" Van plus others - all come with reproduction boxes.  (7) 

 £80 - £90 

1176. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include 902 Foden (2nd type) Flat Truck with Tailboard; 967 "BBC" Mobile Control 
Unit; 981 Horse Box; French Dinky 38a Skip Truck plus others - all come with reproduction boxes.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 
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1177. French Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Simca Chambord; Citroen ID19; Peugeot 203; Ferrari 250GT plus 
others.  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

1178. French Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Citroen DS19; Mercedes 190SL; Alfa Romeo Coupe; Ford 
Thunderbird Cabriolet plus others - see photo.  (11) 

 £70 - £80 

1179. French Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Ford Thunderbird Cabriolet; Buick Roadmaster; Ford Vedette 
"Taxi"; Simca Sport plus others.  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

1180. Dinky (restored/repainted) group of Sports and Racing Cars to include Sunbeam Alpine; Jaguar type D; Vanwall; MG 
Midget; Mercedes Racer plus others - see photo.  (13) 

 £70 - £80 

1181. Dinky (restored/repainted) group of Emergency Vehicles including Jaguar "Police" Car; Vauxhall Victor Estate 
"Ambulance" with patient on stretcher; Nash Rambler "Fire Chief"; Cadillac 62 "RCMP"; Dodge Royal "Police" plus others.  (10) 

 £70 - £80 

1182. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Austin Seven Mini Countryman; Volvo 122S; 2 x Austin "Taxi"; Humber 
Hawk plus others - see photo.  (12) 

 £70 - £80 

1183. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Plymouth Plaza; Ford Fairlane; Cadillac Tourer; Studebaker "Golden Hawk" 
plus others - see photo.  (12) 

 £70 - £80 

1184. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Jaguar XIK120 Coupe; Rover 75; Sunbeam Rapier; Austin "Taxi"; Austin 
Devon; plus others - see photo.  (14) 

 £70 - £80 

1185. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Jaguar type E; Jaguar type D Racing Car (plastic hubs); Porsche 356A; 
Alfa Romeo 1900 Supersprint; Vauxhall Victor Estate Car plus others.  (11) 

 £60 - £70 

1186. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Packard Convertible; Rolls Royce Silver Wraith; Austin Atlantic Convertible; 
Ford Capri; Hudson Hornet plus others.  (12) 

 £70 - £80 

1187. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include 38 Series Jaguar SS; Nash BMW; 39 Series to include Lagonda; 
Oldsmobile plus others - see photo.  (13) 

 £60 - £70 

1188. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include 173 Nash Rambler; 949 Wayne School Bus; 695 Military Set; 449 
Chevrolet El Camino; French Dinky 36a Log Carrier plus others - all come with reproduction boxes.  (9) 

 £70 - £80 
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1189. Dinky unboxed group to include Bedford Pullmore Car Transporter "Dinky Toys Delivery Service" - light blue, dark grey 
platforms, mid-blue ridged and Supertoy hubs, with harder to find (3 x rivet) sides; Foden (1st type) Flat Truck - green including 
hubs, silver trim and flashes, black chassis; "BBC TV" Extending Mast Vehicle; Bedford Refuse Collector; plus 
others - conditions are generally Fair to Good - see photo.  (13) 

 £70 - £80 

1190. Dinky unboxed group to include some restored/repainted Land Rover and Trailer; Field Marshall Tractor; Land Rover 
"Mersey" Tunnel; Double Decker Bus; Euclid Rear Dumper plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (21) 

 £70 - £90 

1191. Dinky group to include mainly (restored/repainted) to include Mercedes 220SE; AC Aceca; Triumph Vitesse; Austin 
Healey Sprite; Hudson Commodore plus others - conditions are generally otherwise Fair to Good - see photo.  (17) 

 £80 - £90 

1192. Dinky group to include (restored/repainted) to include Aston Martin DB5 Convertible; Ford GT; Rolls Royce Silver 
Cloud; Ford Zodiac "Police" Car; Chevrolet Corvette plus others - conditions otherwise are generally Fair to Good Plus - see 
photo.  (18) 

 £80 - £100 

1193. French Dinky unboxed group to include mainly (restored/repainted) to include Peugeot "Postes" Delivery Van; Citroen 
11BL; Autobus plus others, also includes (Hong Kong) Chevrolet Impala - conditions otherwise are generally Fair.  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1194. Dinky group to include Nash Rambler; Standard Vanguards; "Capitan Scarlet" Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle; Mini "Police"; 
plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus (comes with 3 reproduction boxes.  (10) 

 £60 - £80 

1195. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Mini "Joseph Mason Paints" Van; "Vote for Somebody" Van; Studebaker 
"Essolube" Tanker; Austin "Nestle's" Van plus others.  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

1196. Dinky group of Racing Cars to include (restored/repainted) - Jaguar type D; Ferrari; Cooper Mercedes plus 
others - conditions otherwise are generally Fair to Good Plus.  (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1197. French Dinky group which includes some (restored/repainted) Lincoln Premiere; Panhard; Renault R16; Maserati 
Sports Car; Borgward Isabella plus others - conditions vary from Fair to Good Plus still some bright examples.  (12) 

 £100 - £120 

1198. Dinky group of Commercials which includes some (restored/repainted) Bedford TK Crash Tender; Security Truck; Vega 
Major Coach; AEC Flat Truck and Trailer; AEC Car Transporter; Mercedes Truck and Trailer plus others - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good Plus some bright examples - see photo.  (qty) 

 £80 - £90 

1199. Dinky Military group includes a few (restored/repainted) Mighty Antar with Centurion Tank load, Foden Covered 
Wagon; Missile Erector Vehicle with Launching Platform and Missile plus others including some French Dinky - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good Plus - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 
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1200. Dinky Military group to include some (restored/repainted) Scammell Recovery Tractor; Centurion Tank; Honest John 
Missile Launcher; Ford Sedan "Staff" Car plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good (some replacement parts) - see 
photo.  (13) 

 £80 - £100 

1201. Dinky Military group to include some (restored/repainted) Austin Water Tanker; Howitzer Gun; Austin Champ; Cargo 
Truck; Reconnaissance Car; plus others - includes duplication conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus (comes with one box 
which is Poor) - see photo.  (25) 

 £80 - £100 

1202. Corgi Military group of mainly (restored/repainted) to include Decca Airfield Radar Scanner a pair (5 and 4 x Stripes); 
Troop Carrier; Mack Low Loader with tank load plus others -conditions otherwise are Fair.   (8) 

 £70 - £80 

1203. Corgi Military group (mainly restored/repainted) to include Bedford type S Tanker; Land Rover; Mobile Field Kitchen; 
Bedford TK Low Loader plus others.  (8) 

 £70 - £80 

1204. Corgi (restored/repainted) group of Bedford Tankers to include type "Shell/BP"; "Benzeen"; TK "Mobilgas" plus 
others - see photo.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1205. Corgi (restored/repainted) a group to include Bedford Dormobile; Volkswagen Kombi; Bedford KLG Plugs Van; 
Commer "Hammonds" Van; Smith's Karrier "Drive Safely on Milk" - see photo.  (16) 

 £70 - £80 

1206. Corgi Land Rover group to include "Daktari"; "Lions of Longleat"; "Vote for Corgi"; plus others - conditions are generally 
Fair to Good Plus.  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1207. Corgi Land Rover group (restored/repainted) to include "RAC Radio Rescue"; "AA Service"; "Corgi Toys Rescue"; plus 
others - see photo.  (12) 

 £70 - £80 

1208. Corgi "Chipperfield Circus" group of (restored/repainted) to include 2 x Scammell Crane Truck; 2 x Animal Cage 
Trailers; 2 x Scammell Menagerie (one with original cages) - see photo.  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1209. Corgi (restored/repainted) group to include Scammell "Coop" Truck and Trailer; Bedford TK Low Loader; Ecurie 
Ecosse Racing Car Transporter plus others.  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1210. Corgi group to include Ford Holmes Wrecker; Ford Car Transporter; Mack Container Truck; Scammell Truck & Trailer 
"Ferrymasters" plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus.  (8) 

 £70 - £80 

1211. Corgi (restored/repainted) group to include Commer Flat Truck with Trailer and Plank Load; ERF Dropside Lorry with 
Trailer and Milk Churn load plus others - see photo. 

 £40 - £60 
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1212. Corgi group to include Commer "Samuelson Film, Service Limited"; Dodge open back Tipping Truck; Ford Thames 
Airborne Caravan; Volkswagen Breakdown Truck; Massey Ferguson 65 Tractor plus others - conditions are generally Fair to 
Good Plus still some bright examples.  (11) 

 £70 - £90 

1213. Corgi group to include 3 x American La France Fire Engine; Ford Holmes Wrecker; Bedford Simon Snorkel Fire 
Engine; Chubb Airport Crash Tender; Superior "Ambulance"; Pennyburn Workmen's Trailer plus others - conditions are 
generally Fair to Excellent - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1214. Corgi (restored/repainted) group to include Aston Healey Sports Car; 3 x Aston Martin DB4; Hillman Husky; Austin 
A40; "RAF" Standard Vanguard plus others.  (12) 

 £70 - £80 

1215. Corgi (restored/repainted) group of Sports & Racing Cars to include Lotus Mark II; MGA; Lotus Elan S2; Jaguar type E 
plus others.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1216. Corgi (restored/repainted) group of Minis to include "Competition Model"; "Rallye Monte Carlo"; "Surfing"; plus 
others - see photo.  (11) 

 £60 - £70 

1217. Corgi (restored/repainted) group to include Ford Mustang Fastback; Jaguar Mark X; Citroen DS19; Le Dandy Coupe 
plus others - see photo.  (23) 

 £80 - £110 

1218. Corgi group to include Austin A40 - red, black, mechanical motor; Rover 2000 - steel blue; Jaguar Mark X - metallic 
cerise, with luggage case; Bentley Continental Sports Saloon - black, silver and Jaguar type E - red, wire wheels - conditions 
are generally Good to Good Plus still display well.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1219. Corgi group to include Lotus Elan; Ferrari 250 Berlinetta; MGC GT; Simca "Competition Model" plus others - conditions 
are generally Fair to Good Plus still nice bright examples.  (9) 

 £60 - £80 

1220. Corgi group to include Le Dandy Coupe - maroon; Mercedes 600 Pullman - metallic red; Volkswagen European 
"Police" Car "Polizei" - green, white; plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still bright examples.  (9) 

 £70 - £80 

1221. Corgi group to include Marlin Rambler Sports Fastback - red, black roof, spun hubs (harder variation to find), Buick 
Riviera - steel blue and 5 x Lincoln Continental Executive Limousine - gold, black roof - conditions are Fair to Good Plus.  (7) 

 £60 - £70 

1222. Corgi group to include Rolls Royce Silver Shadow "take-off wheels"; Rover 2000TC - green, take-off wheels; Pontiac 
Firebird - red spot wheels - conditions are generally Fair to Good still bright examples.  (7) 

 £60 - £70 
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1223. Corgi Racing Car group mainly 1970's issues including Surtees; ELF Tyrrell; Lotus "Texaco"; plus others - conditions 
vary from Fair to Excellent Plus - interesting lot see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1224. Corgi 151 Lotus Mark Eleven Le Mans Racing Car - silver, red seats and trim, flat spun hubs - racing number 1 
(professionally restored/repainted) in a Fair blue carded box and 338 Chevrolet SS350 Camaro - green, red interior, 
Golden-Jacks take-off wheels - Excellent, inner carded tray is Near Mint, outer blue and yellow window box is Good Plus to 
Excellent bright example.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1225. Corgi Gift Sets a pair (1) GS24 "Constructor" containing 2 x chassis plus various detachable backs and 
accessories - Good to Good Plus, polystyrene tray and blue and yellow lift off lid are Fair and GS27 Bedford TK Low 
Loader - blue, silver, yellow, lemon interior, spun hubs with Priestman Cub Shovel - orange, yellow, grey jib and 
shovel - condition is generally Fair to Good in a Poor to Fair polystyrene base with blue and yellow lift off lid.  (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1226. Corgi 1100 Bedford type S Carrimore Low Loader - yellow cab with silver trim, metallic blue trailer with flat spun hubs, 
silver block - Good in a Poor to Fair (faded) blue and yellow carded lift off lid picture box and 1112 Corporal Guided Missile on 
mobile launcher - finished in green, large chrome spun hubs with white and red missile - condition is generally Good still a 
bright example, comes with "Rocket Age with Corgi Toys" folded leaflet which is Fair in a Fair lift off lid box with some inner 
packing.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1227. Corgi GS15 "Corgi Pony Club" 2-piece set to include Land Rover - blue, white plastic canopy, lemon interior, spun 
hubs, Rice's Beaufort Horse Box - blue, silver, cast hubs - Good Plus to Excellent polystyrene tray is Good in a Fair to Good 
blue and yellow window box; 1145 Mercedes Unimog 406 Goose Dumper - yellow, red, graphite grey - Good Plus to Excellent 
still a bright example in a Fair blue and yellow window box (missing inner carded tray) and 1152 Mack Gloster "Esso" 
Tanker - white, red, graphite grey, chrome gantry and filler caps, cast hubs - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus blue and yellow 
window box.  (3) 

 £80 - £90 

1228. Corgi group of Racing Car Gift Sets - all have been (restored/repainted) to include 2 x GS17 "Ecurie Corgi" Land Rover 
with BEM Racing Car on Trailer, GS16 Ecurie Ecosse with 3 x Racing Cars and GS17 Land Rover with Ferrari Racing Car 
(Ferrari model has not been repainted/restored) - all come with reproduction boxes - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1229. Corgi TV/Film Related group mainly (restored/repainted) to include 261 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 taken from the 
film "Goldfinger"; 258 "The Saints" Volvo P1800; 497 "The Man From UNCLE" - Thrushbuster - dark blue (purple), plastic 
lamps, cast hubs and another but white, cast hubs and lamps (replacement waverley rings) - all come with reproduction boxes.  
(4) 

 £70 - £80 

1230. Corgi TV/Film Related group to include 266 "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" with "Caractacus Potts, Truly Scrumptious, 
Jeremy & Jemima" figures; 267 "Batman" Batmobile - black, blue tinted windows with "Batman & Robin" figures, red bat hubs 
and 268 "The Green Hornet" - Black Beauty - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus all come with reproduction boxes.  
(3) 

 £80 - £90 

1231. Corgi "James Bond" related group to include many (restored/repainted) to include 261 Aston Martin DB5; 270 Aston 
Martin DB5; 336 Toyota 2000GT (some duplication) - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus (where not 
restored/repainted) - all come with reproduction boxes (apart from 2) - see photo.  (7) 

 £80 - £100 
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1232. Corgi "Chipperfield Circus" a group some (restored/repainted) to include 1144 Scammell Handyman Crane Truck; 
Smith's Mobile Booking Office, Bedford TK "Giraffe" Transporter; Land Rover Parade Vehicle plus others - conditions are 
generally Good to Good Plus if not (restored/repainted) all come with reproduction boxes.  (6) 

 £80 - £90 

1233. Corgi (restored/repainted) group to include 1126 Ecurie Ecosse Racing Car Transporter; 1101 Bedford type S Car 
Transporter; 1141 Bedford TK "Milk" Tanker plus others - all come with reproduction boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1234. Corgi (restored/repainted) group to include 408 Bedford "AA Road Service"; 416 Land Rover "RAC Radio Rescue"; 428 
"Smith's Mister Softee"; 447 Ford Thames Ice-Cream Van "Wall's" plus others - all come with reproduction boxes.  (14) 

 £70 - £80 

1235. Corgi (restored/repainted) group to include 256 Volkswagen 1200 "East African Safari"; 211S Studebaker "Golden 
Hawk"; 203 Riley Pathfinder; 224 Bentley Continental Sports Saloon plus others - all come with reproduction boxes.  (16) 

 £80 - £90 

1236. Corgi group to include 224 Bentley Continental Sports Saloon - black, silver; 304S Mercedes 300SL "Competition 
Model"; 468 London Transport Routemaster Bus; 508 Commer "Holiday Camp Special" plus others - conditions are generally 
Fair to Good still bright examples - all come with reproduction boxes.  (8) 

 £70 - £80 

1237. Corgi group to include 67 Ford 5000 Super Major Tractor; 438 Land Rover (109 WB); 464 Commer "Police" Van; 417S 
Land Rover Breakdown Truck plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent still nice bright examples - all come with 
reproduction boxes.  (9) 

 £70 - £90 

1238. Corgi group to include Oldsmobile "County Sheriff" Car; Sunbeam Imp "Police" Car; Lotus chassis on trailer; Land 
Rover with Pony Trailer; Land Rover Breakdown Truck; Land Rover "RAC Radio Rescue" plus others - conditions are generally 
Poor to Fair.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1239. Corgi group to include 4 x Bedford TK "Chipperfield Circus" Horse Transporter; "New Market Racing Stables"; Bedford 
type S Carrimore Low Loader; Euclid Dozer plus others - conditions re generally Poor to Good. 

 £70 - £80 

1240. Corgi group to include Commer "County Police Van"; Chevrolet Impala "Kennel Club"; Bedford type S "Mobilgas" 
Tanker; Volkswagen Pick-up; Forward Control Jeep with Hydraulic Lift plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (25) 

 £70 - £80 

1241. Corgi group to include Renault R16 "Paramount"; Citroen Safari "Wildlife Preservation"; Porsche Carrera 6; Ford 
Thunderbird Hardtop plus others - conditions vary from Poor to Good.  (34) 

 £70 - £90 

1242. Dinky Ford D800 Tipper with Snowplough - finished in metallic blue cab, light blue back with very pale blue opening 
tailgate, bare metal chassis and cast hubs with "RARE" red blade - Fair - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 
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1243. Dinky group to include Austin Healey Sports Car; Jaguar XK120; Vanwall Racing Car; MG Midget; Rover 75; plus 
others, also includes some French Dinky to include Panhard plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (30) 

 £70 - £80 

1244. Dinky group to include Jaguar type E; Austin Atlantic Convertible; Humber Hawk "Police" Car; Ford Mustang Fastback; 
AC Aceca plus others - also includes some French Dinky - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (26) 

 £70 - £80 

1245. Dinky group to include Thompson Tanker "Shell Chemicals Limited"; Bedford TK Crash Tender "Top Rank"; ERF 
Airport Fire Engine; Ford Transit "Fire Service" plus others - also includes some French Dinky - conditions are generally Poor to 
Fair.  (8) 

 £70 - £80 

1246. Dinky group to include Trojan "Esso" Van; Morris "Post Office Telephones" Service Van; Morris Commercial "Royal 
Mail"; Electric Dairy Van "Express Dairy"; Austin "Shell/BP" Van plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (8) 

 £70 - £80 

1247. Triang Spot-on group of (restored/repainted) to include Bentley Saloon; Jaguar XKSS; Aston Martin; Morris Minor 1000 
plus others.  (7) 

 £80 - £90 

1248. Triang Spot-on a group which includes Humber Super Snipe; Ford Zodiac - conditions are generally Fair plus 3 x 
(restored/repainted) to include Caravan, Land Rover and Tonibell - see photo.  (5) 

 £70 - £80 

1249. Corgi/Dinky a very large quantity of Spares which includes tyres large and small (original/reproduction) - with some 
original Corgi and Dinky accessory boxes which are generally Fair to Good - lot also includes a very large quantity of 
replacement parts and accessories (some original and reproduction).  (very lg qty) 

 £60 - £70 

1250. Budgie Toys group to include 252 "British Railways" Articulated Truck with container load; 224 Locomotive "British 
Railways"; 102 Rolls Royce Cloud; Volkswagen Pick-up "Budgie Toys" canopy and another (professionally 
restored/repainted) - "Meccano Engineering for Boys" - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (unless stated) in Fair to 
Excellent window and carded boxes.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1251. Crescent Toys unboxed group of mainly Racing Cars - all have been (restored/repainted) to include Mercedes; Jaguar 
type D; Aston Martin; Cooper plus others, also includes Articulated Missile Launcher - see photo.  (9) 

 £60 - £70 

1252. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) a group to include 2 x 569 Berliet; 575 Horse Transporter; 57a Peugeot "Autoroutes"; 572 
Berliet Tipper and 2 x CIJ (Norev) to include Berliet Tipper and Berliet Presentation Set - conditions appear to be generally Mint 
in Excellent to Mint boxes (one is still in factory wrap).  (7) 

 £80 - £90 

1253. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) group to include 587 Citroen "Philips" Van; 569 Berliet; 29e Autocar Isobloc plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint boxes (apart from one which has tear to end flap).  
(6) 

 £70 - £80 
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1254. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) group to include 25JJ Ford "Calberson"; 32AB Panhard "SNCF"; 25o "Nestle" Delivery 
Truck plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes (some are still in factory wrap).  (8) 

 £70 - £90 

1255. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) a group to include 32d Fire Engine; 34c Berliet Skip Truck; 888 Berliet GBO Pipe Layer 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint blue and white striped lift off lid box (one is still in 
factory wrap).  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1256. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) group to include 36b Articulated Truck and Cattle Trailer; 569 Berliet; 586 "Milk" Delivery 
Truck plus others - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1257. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) to include 1416 Renault 6; 24o Citroen SM; 1425E Matra 630; 1421 Opel GT 1900; 148 
Honda S800 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint carded picture boxes (many still in factory 
wrap) - see photo.  (13) 

 £80 - £90 

1258. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) group to include 501 Citroen DS19 "Police" Car; 1401 Alfa Romeo; 516 Mercedes 
230SL; 542 Opel Rekord; 508 DAF plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes (many still in 
factory wrap).  (11) 

 £70 - £80 

1259. Dinky (Atlas Editions) to include 901 Foden (2nd type) Diesel 8-wheeled Wagon; 905 Foden (2nd type) Flat Truck with 
chains; 943 Leyland Octopus "Esso Petroleum Company Ltd" Tanker plus others - some duplication - conditions are generally 
Mint in Near Mint to Mint blue and white striped lift off lid boxes (some still in factory wrap).  (8) 

 £70 - £90 

1260. Dinky (Atlas Editions) group to include 2 x 920 Guy "Heinz" Van; 512 Guy Flat Truck; 514 "Lyons Swiss Rolls" Van plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint lift off lid boxes.  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1261. Dinky (Atlas Editions) group to include 2 x 935 Leyland Octopus Flat Truck with chains; 413 Austin Covered Wagon; 
432 Guy Warrior Flat Truck; 3 x 435 Bedford TK Tipper plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint 
boxes (some still in factory wrap).  (10) 

 £70 - £90 

1262. Dinky (Atlas Editions) to include 2 x 110 Aston Martin DB5 Convertible; (French Dinky) 1405 Opel Rekord; 1435 
Citroen Presidentielle; Road Signs 41 and 593 plus Catalogue - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes and 
rigid perspex cases (many still in factory wrap).  (7) 

 £50 - £60 

1263. Dinky (Dublo Dinky) a group which includes some (restored/repainted) - models include 064 Austin Lorry; 063 Commer 
Van; 073 Land Rover with Horse Box Trailer; 072 Bedford Articulated Lorry plus others - comes with one original box which is 
Poor plus 6 x reproduction boxes - see photo - conditions vary from Poor to Fair.  (23) 

 £70 - £80 

1264. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include 36 Series 2-seater Sports Car; Vauxhall plus others - see photo.  (9) 

 £50 - £60 
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1265. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Guy Warrior "Heinz 57 Varieties"; Leyland Octopus "Sweeteners for 
Industry"; Trojan Van "Hornby Trains" plus others, also includes 9 x Studebaker Tanker.  (17) 

 £70 - £80 

1266. Dinky group to include 8 x Double Decker Bus; 2 x Studebaker Tanker; Cortina Rally Car; Armstrong Siddeley plus 
others, also includes some French Dinky - conditions are generally Poor to Good - see photo.  (18) 

 £70 - £90 

1267. Dinky (restored/repainted) a group of Trade Packs to include 29c Double Decker Bus containing 6 models, another 
same as previous and Studebaker Petrol Tankers containing 6 - all come with reproduction boxes - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1268. Dinky (restored/repainted) group of Trade Packs to include Studebaker containing 6 Petrol Tankers; 25 Series 
containing 6 Petrol Tankers and Trojan Van containing 6-pieces - all come with reproduction boxes. 

 £70 - £80 

1269. Dinky (restored/repainted) group of Tankers to include Leyland Octopus "A Quality Product"; Foden (type 
1) - "Gasoline" plus others all come with reproduction boxes.  (5) 

 £70 - £80 

1270. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Guy Flat Truck; Flat Truck with Tailboard, Openback Wagon plus 
others - all come with reproduction boxes.  (5) 

 £70 - £80 

1271. Dinky/Corgi (restored/repainted) group to include Dinky Foden (type 1) - "Truman's" Tanker; 150 Rolls Royce; Corgi 
151 Lotus Mark 11; Oldsmobile "County Sheriff" Car plus others - all come with reproduction boxes.  (8) 

 £70 - £80 

1272. Dinky group to include 450 Bedford TK "Castrol" Box Van - green, red interior and plastic hubs, silver trim, white side 
and rear opening doors; 668 Foden Army Covered Truck - green including plastic canopy; 765 Road Hoarding and 980 Coles 
Hydra Crane Truck 150T - yellow, black, cast hubs - conditions are generally Good to Excellent in generally Poor to Fair boxes.  
(4) 

 £70 - £80 

1273. Dinky/Corgi TV & Film Related group to include Dinky 100 "Lady Penelope's FAB1" - pink including roof slides, another 
but deep pink including roof slides (both have restored/repainted) with reproduction boxes; 106 "The Prisoner" Mini Moke - Fair 
in a reproduction box and Corgi GS40 "The Avengers" 2-piece set to include "John Steed's" Vintage Bentley - red, black with 
"John Steed" figure - Good Plus; (2) "Emma Peel's" Lotus Elan - white, black interior, spun hubs with "Emma Peel" figure 
(model has been restored/repainted) - comes with a reproduction box and umbrellas.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1274. Dinky/Corgi group to include Dinky 281 Fiat Station Wagon "Pathe News" - black, red interior, cast hubs (replacement 
cameraman and camera); 267 Superior Cadillac "Ambulance" two-tone, off-white, red including battery operated roof-light, cast 
spun hubs; 925 Leyland Dump Truck - off-white cab and chassis, mid-blue roof and plastic hubs, orange tipper, light blue 
interior; Corgi 440 Ford Consul Cortina Super Estate Car - blue, wood effect side panels, spun hubs with replacement golfer 
and caddie boy; 1137 Ford Articulated truck & Trailer "Express Service" - blue, red, chrome, spun hubs, with correct figure and 
GS38 "Rallye Monte Carlo" 3-piece set (1) Citroen DS - blue, white roof; (2) Mini Cooper S - red including interior, white roof 
(both have been restored/repainted and (3) Rover 2000 - metallic maroon, white roof, racing number 136 - Good - all come with 
reproduction boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 
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1275. Corgi group to include Bedford TK Giraffe Transporter "Daktari" - Gift Set issue; "The Monkees" - Monkeemobile; Lotus 
Elan "I've Got A Tiger in My Tank" plus others, also includes some (restored/repainted) issues - otherwise conditions are 
generally Fair to Good Plus - see photo.  (15) 

 £70 - £80 

1276. Mixed unboxed group to include Morestone Articulated Tanker; Budgie Toys Leyland Cattle Truck; Dinky Routemaster 
Bus; Matchbox King Size Mercedes "Ambulance" plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair (does include some 
repaints).  (16) 

 £70 - £80 

1277. Autoart - Millennium (1/18th scale) MGB GT Coupe Mk.II - red, black interior, chrome trim and wire wheels - Mint 
polystyrene tray and outer carded picture box is Near Mint. 

 £50 - £70 

1278. Group of (1/18th scale) to include Gateway Mazda MX5; Universal Hobbies MGB GT - blue, black and blue interior, 
chrome trim and wire wheels; Kyosho MGB Opentop - green, black interior and tonneau, chrome trim and wire wheels and 
Sunstar Lotus Elan - white, black interior - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Excellent to Mint boxes.  (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1279. Paul's Model Art (1/18th scale) Mercedes a pair (1) SLR and (2) SLS AMG - both are finished in silver - conditions are 
Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes - see photo.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1280. A group of (1/18th scale) to include Corgi MGB; Maisto Mercedes 300SLR; another but Coupe; Mercedes 190SL; 
Chevrolet Corvette; Bburago Mercedes 300SLR and (1/24th scale) Mazda MX5 (Kit) - conditions are generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Mint boxes.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1281. Paul's Model Art (1/24th scale) Mercedes 200SLR "Stirling Moss" 1955 - silver, racing 722 number - Mint including 
polystyrene tray, outer carded box is Excellent Plus complete with sleeve and certificate - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1282. Paul's Model Art (1/24th scale) Mercedes 300SLR "Le Mans" 1955 - silver, racing 19 number - Mint including 
polystyrene tray, outer carded box is Near Mint with outer carded sleeve and certificate - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1283. Paul's Model Art (1/24th scale) Mercedes 300SLR Coupe 1955 - silver, red interior - Mint including polystyrene tray and 
carded box with outer carded sleeve and certificate. 

 £40 - £50 

1284. Old Cars (Italy) "Ferrari" Racing Car Transporter - red, black, chrome trim - Mint including polystyrene and foam 
packaging in a Excellent window box - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1285. Spark (1/43rd scale) Ecurie Ecosse Team Transporter (1959) - blue, red, silver, chrome - Mint including rigid perspex 
case, outer carded sleeve is Near Mint. 

 £70 - £80 
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1286. Spark (1/43rd scale) S1052 Mercedes W196 "British Grand Prix Winner" - silver, racing number 12, figure driver - Mint 
including rigid perspex case, outer carded sleeve is Excellent and Premium Classixxs Mercedes Racing Car Transporter - blue, 
silver, chrome - Mint including rigid perspex case and outer carded sleeve.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1287. Minichamps (Paul's Model Art) a group of (1/143rd scale) to include Mercedes 300SLR; Mercedes W196; Mercedes 
300SLR Coupe; Mercedes SLR; Toyota Yaris TS and BMW Cabriolet - conditions appear to be Mint including rigid perspex 
cases, outer carded sleeves are generally Excellent to Mint.  (6) 

 £80 - £100 

1288. Autoart (1/43rd scale) group to include Mazda MX5; Jaguar XKSS and Jaguar type C - conditions are generally Mint 
including rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1289. A group of (1/43rd scale) Sports and Racing Cars to include Quartzo Jaguar XK120 type C; Ebbro Mazda MX5 x 2; Ixo 
Models Aston Martin DBR, Delahaye; Ferrari 375 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid 
perspex cases and outer carded sleeves.  (8) 

 £70 - £80 

1290. Brumm (1/43rd scale) a group of Sports and Racing Cars to include R130 Jaguar type D; R106 Jaguar XK120; R235 
Porsche 550; R197 Mercedes 300SLR Roadster plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are 
Near Mint to Mint outer carded sleeves are Good to Mint (one is in window box) - see photo.  (18) 

 £70 - £80 

1291. Old Cars (Italy)/Brumm RTS02 Race Transporter Set to include "Ferrari" Racing Car Transporter, 3 Cars and 
Accessories - complete with certificate 0807/1000 - Mint including presentation box with outer carton - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1292. Old Cars (Italy)/Brumm RTS03 Racing Car Transporter Set to include "Maserati" Racing Car Transporter, 3 x Cars and 
Accessories - Mint including presentation box and outer transit carton - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1293. Group of (1/43rd scale) to include Art Model ART057 Ferrari 290MM; Bang 7130 Ferrari 250TR; Minichamps Audi A4 
Avant; City Models Morris Delivery Van; Box 8437 Ferrari 250LM; Jouef MGB plus others - conditions appear to be generally 
Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves where applicable are generally Good Plus to Mint.  (14) 

 £70 - £80 

1294. Spark S1508 Mini Clubman - lime green, wood effect side flash - Mint including rigid perspex case and outer carded 
sleeve (still in factory wrap) and Corgi "Vanguards" Mini "Paul Smith" - Mint including rigid perspex case and outer carded 
sleeve.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1295. Corgi TV & Film Related group to include HPTO 434001 "Harry Potter" Ford Anglia; 00802 "Fawlty Towers" Austin 
Estate; 35302 "The Beatles" Bedford Coach; 04206 "James Bond Aston Martin DB5 - "Thunderball" and Green-Light "Steve 
McQueen Bullitt" 2-piece set - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Good (slightly creased) to Near Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £70 - £80 
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1296. Corgi "Thunderbirds" - Lady Penelope FAB1 group of 3 to include (1) CC00603 Limited Edition in metallic pink; 
CC00601 pink and another but CC00604 - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent (slightly crushed) to Near Mint 
window boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1297. Product Enterprises STR1 "Stingray" - finished in blue, silver, yellow - Mint in a generally Excellent windows box. 

 £80 - £90 

1298. Meccano Construction Sets a group to include 09531 "Space 2501"; 2; "M Junior Power Drive" and 0-85051 "Hyper 
Space" - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (none are checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Good 
boxes, inner polystyrene trays and card packaging are generally Good to Excellent.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1299. Plastic Kits a gourd to include Revell (1/28th scale) 04744 Fokker; 07171 (1/24th scale) Mercedes SLR; Airfix (1/72nd 
scale) 10999 "Battle of Britain" Memorial Flight; Imai IB-093 "Thunderbirds" Lady Penelope's FAB1 plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (none are checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes (some are still 
in factory wrap) - see photo.  (13) 

 £70 - £80 

1300. Corgi "The Colin McRae Motor Sport" Collection to include VA99902 Skoda Fabia Turbo; VA10010 Ford Sierra 
Sapphire Cosworth; VA11800 Subaru Legacy 2000 Turbo plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to 
Mint presentation boxes.  (14) 

 £120 - £150 

Private Owner Motorcycle Collection 

1301. Minichamps 1/12th scale Classic Bike Series 26 1960 Norton Manx - Ray Petty - silver, racing number 22, includes 
separate paddock stand - generally Near Mint in a Good Plus hinged box. 

 £50 - £60 

1302. Minichamps 1/12th scale Classic Bike Series 13 2005 Triumph Rocket 3 - graphite - Excellent in a Excellent hinged 
presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 

1303. Minichamps 1/12th scale Classic Bike Series 1976 Moto Guzzi 850 Mk.1 Le Mans - red - very light mark to top of tank 
otherwise Near Mint in an Excellent hinged presentation box. 

 £40 - £50 

1304. Minichamps 1/12th scale Classic Bike Series 56 MV Agusta F4 AGO - silver/red, racing number 1 - generally Near Mint 
in a Excellent Plus hinged presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 

1305. Minichamps 1/12th scale Classic Bike Series 51 1973 Laverda Jota 180% - orange - generally Near Mint in a Excellent 
Plus hinged presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 
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1306. Minichamps 1/12th scale Classic Bike Series 29 Ducatti 750 - Paul Smart Imola 1972 - silver, racing number 
16 - generally Near Mint in a Good Plus hinged presentation box (mark from price label removal). 

 £50 - £60 

1307. Minichamps 1/12th scale Classic Bike Series 23 1966 Munch Mammut 4 TTS Single Seater - red, some very light dust 
otherwise Near Mint in a Near Mint hinged presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 

1308. Minichamps 1/12th scale Classic Bike Series 60 1993 Yamaha Vmax - blue - generally Near Mint in a Near Mint hinged 
presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 

1309. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycles pair (1) 1968 Honda CB750 - silver - indicator detached, also missing part of 
brake lever; (2) 2003 Hollister's Excite - metallic blue - various detached mirrors and handlebar parts, most appear present for 
repairs - Fair to Excellent in generally Excellent hinged presentation boxes.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1310. Minichamps 1/12th scale pair (1) Ducatti 996 Team Reve Racing British Super Bike - John Reynolds 2001 - metallic 
blue, racing number 3; (2) Ducatti 998R WSB 2002 Ruben Xaus Team Ducatti Infostrada - red, racing number 11 (inner 
packing has discoloured) - generally Near Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1311. Minichamps 1/12th scale pair (1) Honda CBR 1000RR Fire Blade - Hannspree 10 Kate Honda - James Toseland WSB 
2007; (2) Honda NSR 500 - Repsol YFF Honda - Alex Chiville 500cc GP 2001 - generally Near Mint in Good to Good Plus 
packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1312. Minichamps 1/12th scale Honda RC211V - JRR Konica Minolta Honda - Makoto Tamada Motogp 2005; (2) Kawasaki 
Ninja ZX-9R - green/silver - generally Near Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1313. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) Ducatti 998R F02 WSB 2003 - James Toseland - Team HM Plant; (2) 
Ducatti 998 F02 BSB 2003 - Shane Byrne - Team Monstermob - Near Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1314. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) Ducatti 998RS WSB 2003 - P. Chili - Team PSG-1; (2) Ducatti Desmo 16 
GP7 A. Hofmann - Pramac D'Antin Motogp 2007 (split to one corner of box) - generally Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus 
packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1315. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) Ducatti 916 - Carl Fogarty - Team Ducatti Corse Virgino World Champion 
WSB 1994 - red, racing number 2; (2) Universal Hobbies UH4822 Honda RC30 - Cark Fogarty - red, racing number 
8 - generally Near Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1316. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) Ducatti 999 Street version - red/silver; (2) Ducatti Desmo Quattro 
996R - Mono Posto - red, white rear seat panel - Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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1317. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) Ducatti Monster - graphite/silver with gold trim; (2) similar but 
red - generally Near Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1318. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) Ducatti Monster S4 - metallic silver/grey with red wheels and gold trim; (2) 
similar but metallic blue with silver wheels (box is colour faded) - Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1319. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle 120002 Ducatti 996 "Matrix Reloaded" - black/silver with gold trim in special 
limited edition packaging - generally Mint in a Near Mint box. 

 £40 - £50 

1320. Tamiya 1/12th scale Master Work Collection Motorcycle pair (1) 21045 Ducatti Desmosedici - red, racing number 65; 
(2) 21049 D'Antin Pramac Ducatti GP4 - red/black - generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1321. Tamiya 1/12th scale Master Work Collection Motorcycle group (1) 21042 Suzuki Hayabusa (GSX 1300R) 2001 finished 
model - metallic silver/black; (2) 21033 Yamaha YZR - M104 finished model - red/silver, racing number 33; (3) 21030 similar but 
metallic blue, racing number 46 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1322. Wits Milestone BM125 1/12th scale Motorcycle - Suzuki GSX 1100S "Katana" - metallic blue - generally Near Mint in a 
Excellent lift off lid box. 

 £30 - £40 

1323. Wits Milestone BK134 1/12th scale Motorcycle - Kawasaki GPZ 900R "Ninja" - green/white - a few very light marks to 
seat but otherwise Near Mint in a Near Mint lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £60 

1324. Biante Motorcycles 1/12th scale B12002B Norton Commando 961 Sport - dark red/chrome with gold trim - generally 
Near Mint in a Near Mint lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £60 

1325. Autoart or similar 1/10th scale Motorcycle BMWR1150R - dark red - generally Near Mint with inner packing and Good 
dealership style outer box. 

 £50 - £60 

1326. Autoart or similar 1/10th scale Motorcycle - BMWR9T - black/chrome - generally Mint with inner packing and Excellent 
dealership style outer box. 

 £50 - £60 

1327. Autoart or similar 1/10th scale Motorcycle - BMWR1200 GS - racing red/metallic grey - generally Mint with inner 
packing and dealership style outer box. 

 £50 - £60 

1328. Autoart or similar 1/10th scale Motorcycle - BMWR1200GS - dark red/silver grey - generally Near Mint with inner 
packing and dealership style outer box. 

 £50 - £60 
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1329. Autoart or similar 1/10th scale Motorcycle - BMWR1200RT - graphite/silver with additional accessories - generally Near 
Mint with inner packing and a Good dealership style outer box. 

 £50 - £60 

1330. Autoart or similar 1/10th scale Motorcycle - BMWK1200S - metallic blue/white - generally Near Mint with inner packing 
and a Good Plus dealership style outer box. 

 £50 - £60 

1331. Schuco 1/10th scale Motorcycle - BMWR1200GS - blue/silver grey - generally Mint with inner packing and a Near Mint 
outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1332. Schuco 1/10th scale Motorcycle 06655 - BMWR69/S - black/chrome - generally Mint with inner packing and a Good 
Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £60 

1333. Schuco 1/10th scale Motorcycle and Sidecar Zundapp KS750 "Afrika Korps" - WW2 Desert livery with accessories and 
weapons - generally Mint in a Near Mint window style box. 

 £60 - £80 

1334. Schuco 1/10th scale Motorcycle & Sidecar - Zundapp KS750 - drab grey WW2 Motorcycle - generally Mint in a Near 
Mint window style box. 

 £60 - £80 

1335. Die-cast Promotions (ERTL) 1/12th scale 81192 Harley Davidson 2012 FLHX "Street Glide" - black denim - generally 
Near Mint in a Excellent hinged presentation box. 

 £40 - £50 

1336. Die-cast Promotions (ERTL) 1/12th scale 81168 Harley Davidson FLHR "Road King" - Sedona orange - generally Mint 
in a Near Mint hinged presentation box and Good Plus outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £60 

1337. Die-cast Promotions (ERTL) 1/12th scale 81157 2011 FLHTCU "Ultra Classic" - cool blue/vivid black - generally Mint in 
a Near Mint hinged presentation box and Good outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £60 

1338. Franklin Mint 1/10th scale Motorcycle Harley Davidson VRSCA V-Rod - metallic silver - a few tiny marks to tank 
otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and a Good Plus picture card box with paperwork and certificate. 

 £40 - £60 

1339. Franklin Mint 1/10th scale Motorcycle 2003 Harley Davidson Ultra Classic Electra Glide 100th Anniversary 
Edition - metallic silver - generally Near Mint with inner packing, certificate and paperwork and a Near Mint picture card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1340. Franklin Mint 1/10th scale Motorcycle - 1944 Harley Davidson U Navy Motorcycle - blue grey/leather brown - generally 
Near Mint with inner packing, paperwork and certificate and a Good outer box. 

 £50 - £70 
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1341. Franklin Mint 1/10th scale Motorcycle - 2006 Harley Davidson Soft-tail "Night Train" - graphite/black, chrome disc, filler 
cap or similar requires adhesive fix - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint with inner packing, paperwork, certificate and 
Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 

1342. Franklin Mint B11WW89 1/10th scale Motorcycle 1936 Harley Davidson EL Knucklehead - dark green/silver - generally 
Near Mint with inner packing, plastic tool and a Fair outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

1343. Franklin Mint 1/10th scale Motorcycle B11WL73 "Easy Rider" The Ultimate Chopper - Stars & Stripes livery with 
paperwork - Near Mint with inner packing and a Fair outer transit carton 

 £50 - £60 

1344. Franklin Mint 1/10th scale Motorcycle B11A027 1958 Harley Davidson Duo-Glide - metallic green/off-white - a few light 
marks - otherwise Excellent Plus with inner packing, paperwork, plastic tool and a Fair outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

1345. Franklin Mint 1/10th scale Motorcycle B11WW88 - Harley Davidson 1948 Panhead - dark blue/black - generally Near 
Mint with inner packing and a Fair outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

1346. Franklin Mint 1/10th scale Motorcycle "The Billy Bike" - red with yellow flames design - generally Near Mint with 
paperwork and certificate, comes with inner packing but missing original outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

1347. Danbury Mint 1/10th scale Motorcycle - 1939 Indian 4 Motorcycle - metallic blue/silver - front headlight has detached, 
requires adhesive fix - otherwise Excellent Plus with inner packing, certificate and Good Plus outer transit carton. 

 £30 - £40 

1348. WCC Funline 1/8th scale or similar unboxed group of Chopper style Motorcycle - most have some small plastic parts 
detached but are present for repair - Fair to Good unboxed.  (4) 

 £30 - £50 

1349. Franklin Mint or similar 1/10th scale Motorcycles to include 1942 Indian 442 Motorcycle - maroon with brown leather 
seat (foot rest detached but is present for repair), Harley Davidson Super Glide - white with red and dark blue body stripes and 
twin cylinder Chopper style Motorbike - unboxed, generally Good to Excellent.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

1350. Schuco and similar 1/10th scale unboxed Motorcycle group to include BMWR9T, BMWR1200GS, BMWR90S plus 2 
others - appear generally Good to Excellent but not checked for completeness. 

 £40 - £60 

1351. A mixed group of unboxed 1/12th scale Motorcycles to include Norton 952 Commando, Ducatti GT1000 - red, Ducatti 
Sport 1000 - orange, Ducatti Paul Smart 1000 - silver and Aprilia - Good to Excellent, not checked for completeness unboxed.  
(5) 

 £30 - £40 
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1352. BBR Models (Italy) 1/18th scale Cars 1817C 1963 Ferrari 250GT Luso - Abu Dhabi blue (blue metallic), dark cream 
interior, chrome trim and spoke wire wheels, limited edition 8/18, with numbered certificate and guarantee - generally Mint in a 
rigid perspex case with leatherette base and a Near Mint lift off lid box with a Good outer protective sleeve. 

 £150 - £200 

1353. BBR Models (Italy) 1/18th scale Cars 1803 Ferrari 275 GTB/4 Spider N.A.R.T - S/N11047 - metallic red, black interior, 
chrome trim and spoke wire wheels, limited edition 23/36, with certificate and guarantee - generally Mint with a rigid perspex 
case leatherette base and a Excellent lift off lid box. 

 £150 - £200 

1354. BBR Models (Italy) 1/18th scale BBR1819A 1968 Ferrari 275GTB - red, tan interior, chrome trim and spoked wire 
wheels, limited edition 250PCS - generally Mint mounted on leatherette base in a Excellent lift off lid box. 

 £120 - £150 

1355. Minichamps 1/18th scale 1st Class Collection 107 150332 1936 Duesenberg SJN Convertible Coupe - dark blue, 
cream interior and chrome trim, limited edition 136 of 140 pcs - generally Mint in a Near Mint lift off lid box (small reference label 
to one end) and a Excellent outer protective sleeve. 

 £80 - £100 

1356. Minichamps 1/18th scale 1st Class Collection 107 491396 Bentley 4 1/4 litre Embiricos - Hay/Wisdom Le Mans 
1949 - metallic silver with dark tan interior, racing number 6, limited edition 078 of 999pcs - generally Mint in a Near Mint lift off 
lid box and a Excellent outer protective sleeve. 

 £70 - £90 

1357. Minichamps 1/18th scale 1st Class Collection 107 139821 1938 Bentley Embiricos - blue with cream interior, chrome 
trim and spoke wire wheels, limited edition 193 of 999pcs - generally Mint in a Good lift off lid box (tape repairs to 2 corners and 
a Excellent outer protective sleeve. 

 £50 - £70 

1358. Minichamps 1/18th scale 100 134901 1960 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud 2 - black with cream interior and chrome 
trim - generally Mint in a Excellent hinged presentation box. 

 £50 - £70 

1359. Minichamps 1/18th scale 107 116120 1937 Delahaye type 145 V-12 Coupe - The Mullin Automotive Museum 
Collection - silver grey, red interior, chrome trim and spoked wire wheels, limited edition 0457 of 1002pcs - generally Mint in a 
Near Mint lift off lid box and a Excellent outer protective sleeve. 

 £60 - £80 

1360. Minichamps 1/18th scale 107 123420 1963 Maserati Mistral - turquoise green, tan interior, chrome trim and spoked 
wire wheels, limited edition 399 of 999pcs - generally Mint in a Near Mint lift off lid box and Good outer protective card sleeve. 

 £70 - £90 

1361. Minichamps 1/18th scale 107141220 Motorama "American Dream Cars Collection" 1954 Buick Wild Cat 2 
Concept - metallic blue, cream interior, chrome trim and spoke wire wheels, limited edition 504 of 999pcs - generally Mint in a 
Near Mint lift off lid box and Excellent Plus outer card protective sleeve. 

 £70 - £90 
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1362. Minichamps 1/18th scale 107 141230 Motorama (American Dream Cars Collection) 1961 Buick Le Sabre 
Concept - pale metallic blue, black interior, chrome trim and spoked wire wheels, limited edition 333 of 999pcs - generally Mint 
in a Near Mint lift off lid box and Good Plus outer card protective sleeve. 

 £70 - £90 

1363. Exoto 1/18th scale RLG19132 63AC Cobra Competition Road America 500 - Miles/Holbert - red, racing number 
98 - generally Near Mint with inner packing, Near Mint box and Excellent transit carton. 

 £80 - £100 

1364. Exoto 1/18th scale RLG88103 1990 Nissan Nismo group C R-89C - Tenoras - blue - couple of small chrome parts 
detached from rear spoiler but are present for adhesive fix otherwise appears generally Near Mint with inner packing, Near Mint 
box and Excellent outer transit carton. 

 £70 - £90 

1365. Exoto 1/18th scale 97077 Grand Prix Classics Ferrari 312T4 - red, racing number 12 - Jack Villeneuve - a few light 
handling marks and light dust - overall Excellent with inner packing and a Good outer card box (faded at one end). 

 £50 - £60 

1366. CMF 1/18th scale 198250 Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 - red, black bonnet panel and alloy 5-spoke wheels - generally Near 
Mint with inner packing and a Good outer card box (some light grubby marks). 

 £50 - £70 

1367. CMF 1/18th scale 198252 Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 - black with alloy 5-spoke wheels - generally Near Mint with inner 
packing and a Fair outer card box (small tear to end flap, some grubby marks). 

 £50 - £70 

1368. CMF 1/18th scale 198251 Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 - silver, black bonnet panel, alloy 5-s-oke wheels - generally Near 
Mint with inner packing and a Fair to Good outer card box (small tear to end flap, some grubby marks). 

 £50 - £70 

1369. KES 1/18th scale KE18003B 1989 Maserati Shamal - metallic black, dark cream interior, limited edition 018 of 
150pcs - generally Mint in a Excellent Plus window box (small residue mark to front of window). 

 £40 - £50 

1370. Norev 1/18th scale B66040626 Mercedes Benz 560 SEL (1985-1991) - two-tone metallic green with beige interior and 
chrome trim - generally Mint in a Excellent Plus window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1371. Schuco 1/18th scale Exclusive 450032600 Cooper T51 - blue, racing number 14 - Winner Italian GP 1959 - generally 
Near Mint with accessory tool cleaning cloth and nameplate with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £70 - £90 

1372. Schuco 1/18th scale Exclusive 450034000 Cooper T53 - British racing green, racing number 1 - some light dusty 
marks - Excellent Plus with accessory tool cleaning cloth name badge and information card with inner packing and a Good 
outer card box. 

 £60 - £80 
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1373. Schuco 1/18th scale exclusive 450032500 Copper T51 - British racing green, racing number 8 - World Champion 1959, 
some dusty marks to body, may improve with cleaning - otherwise Excellent with accessory tool cleaning cloth and nameplate 
with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1374. Schuco 1/18th scale Exclusive 450033000 Porsche 550A Spyder - blue with white tail flashes and pressed steel 
wheels - a few light marks to body otherwise Excellent Plus with accessory tool, cleaning cloth and information card with inner 
packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1375. Schuco 1/18th scale Exclusive 45003 3200 Porsche 550A Spyder - silver, racing number 130, red tail flashes "James 
Dean - Little Bastard" with driver figure accessory tool nameplate cleaning and information card, some small handling 
marks - Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Fair to Good box (some heavy creases). 

 £70 - £90 

1376. Schuco 1/18th scale 450030700 Porsche 356A Carrera GT Speedster "Bruce Jennings" - dark red, racing number 
77 - some dusty marks to body, may improve with cleaning - Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Fair to Good outer box 
(tear to one end flap). 

 £50 - £60 

1377. Schuco 1/18th scale 450030900 Porsche 356 Carrera Coupe - very dark brown, dark red interior and chrome 
trim - generally Near Mint with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £60 

1378. Schuco 1/18th scale 450030500 Porsche 356A Speedster - metallic silver with black interior and hood, chrome trim 
and pressed steel wheels - a few dusty marks to body otherwise Excellent Plus, may improve further with inner packing and 
Fair outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1379. Schuco 1/18th scale 450008900 BMW Turbo X1 E25 - orange red with black interior - generally Near Mint with inner 
packing and a Good card outer box (small puncture hole to base of box). 

 £50 - £70 

1380. Schuco 1/18th scale 450035400 Porsche 911 S Targa 1973 - metallic blue with black interior and roof - very light dust 
otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and a Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1381. Schuco 1/18th scale 450040100 Porsche Cayman GT4 - metallic black with black interior - very light dust marks 
otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and a Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1382. Schuco 1/18th scale 450035300 Porsche 911S Coupe 1973 - orange, black/grey interior, 5-spoke wheels - a few light 
dusty marks but generally Near Mint with a inner packing and a Good outer card box (2 puncture holes to base). 

 £50 - £60 

1383. Schuco 1/18th scale 450036300 Porsche 911S Coupe 1973 - black, black/tan interior, 5-spoke wheels - a few light 
handling marks otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and a Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 
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1384. GMP 1/18th scale 8045 1972 Pontiac GTO - pale metallic green gold, black interior - some light dust, should improve 
with cleaning Excellent Plus in a Good Plus card box with inner packing. 

 £50 - £70 

1385. GMP 1/18th scale 8048 1972 Pontiac Le Mans - yellow, off-white interior, some light dust, should improve with 
cleaning - Excellent Plus with a Excellent outer card box and inner packing. 

 £50 - £70 

1386. GMP 1/18th scale 8061 1985 Mustang GT - black with grey interior - some light dust, should improve with 
cleaning - Excellent Plus with a Near Mint card box and a Good outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

1387. 1/18th scale boxed pair (1) Autoart 80030 Porsche 917K - blue/orange, racing number 20 Gulf Porsche logos from the 
movie "Le Mans" - the Steve McQueen Collection (cellophane window is split and collapsed); (2) Solido Formula Renault MK20 
1977 - Alain Prost Collection - blue, racing number 1 - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. 

 £50 - £60 

1388. GMP 1/24th scale 8241 1970 GTO Judge Convertible - orange, black interior and detachable black hood - generally 
Near Mint with inner packing in a Near Mint outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 

1389. GMP 1/24th scale 8242 1971 GTO Judge - black with red body stripes and black interior, some light dust but generally 
Near Mint with inner packing and a Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1390. GMP 1/24th scale G2403204 1967 Mustang Convertible - metallic burgundy with beige interior and detachable cream 
hood - a few small marks to hood - generally Excellent Plus with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good outer transit 
carton. 

 £40 - £50 

1391. GMP 1/24th scale 8261 1969 Mercury Cyclone "Cale Yarborough Special" - dark red/white with dark red 
interior - generally Near Mint with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 

1392. GMP 1/24th scale 8262 1969 Mercury Cyclone "Dan Gurney Special" - white/dark blue, metallic blue interior - generally 
Near Mint with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and a Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 

1393. GMP 1/24th scale G2400208 Buick Turbo T Type Designer Series WH1 - black/metallic silver with grey 
interior - generally Near Mint with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 

1394. GMP 1/24th scale 8201 1987 Buick Grand National - black with grey interior - generally Near Mint with inner packing, 
Near Mint outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 

1395. West Coast Precision Diecast 1/24th scale #0529 1961 Chevrolet Impala - metallic green, similar interior and chrome 
trim - generally Near Mint with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 
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1396. West Coast Precision Diecast 1/24th scale #189 1959 Chevrolet El Camino - metallic blue, cream cab roof and grey 
interior, couple of very light dusty marks otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1397. ACME A2406003 1/24th scale 1970 Dodge Challenger R/T A4 Silver - pale green metallic with black interior and 
bonnet panel, some light dusty marks - generally Near Mint with inner packing and a Near Mint outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1398. PMDC (Philly Mint Diecast Cars) Silver Anniversary A2406004 1970 Dodge Challenger R/T W1 Alpine white - black 
interior, chrome trim, some light dusty marks but otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and a Near Mint outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1399. GMP 1/24th scale group (1) GMP Midget Release #1 - Bill Schindler Caruso Offy Midget; (2) GMP Midget Release 
#5 - Lloyd Axle Foster Auto Supply Offy; (3) GMP Midget Release #8 - Freddie Agabashian Burgermeister Special V8-60 - all 
generally Near Mint with Near Mint boxes and Excellent outer card transit cartons. 

 £50 - £70 

1400. Mixed group of 1/24th scale models (1) dark chrome C362423MH Team Calibre Owner Series, racing number 36; (2) 
Wix Collectables 99140 40th Anniversary Le Mans Daytona Sebring 1966 GT40 Mk.2 7 litre - yellow, racing number 40; (3) 
Lionel Nascar Collectables Cow Edwards No.99 Subway 2011 - Mark Black - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes with inner packaging.   (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1401. Ebbro Premium Collection 1/24th scale Honda NSX - metallic silver with black interior and roof panel - generally Near 
Mint with inner packing and a Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1402. Kyosho 1/24th scale 08482S 1974 Alpine Renault A110 1600SC - silver with black interior - some light dust 
marks - Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1403. Mixed 1/24th scale group (1) Paul's Model Art 1st Class Collection Mercedes Benz 300SLR Uhlenhaut Coupe 
1955 - silver with red interior; (2) Brookfield Premier Editions Viper GTS Coupe - metallic blue with white body stripes and grey 
interior; (3) Matchbox Master Class Collection LS003 Jaguar XJ220 - metallic silver with dark grey interior - Excellent to Near 
Mint in generally Good boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1404. NEO 1/24th scale NEO24015 1949 Cadillac Series 62 Club Coupe - black with two-tone cream interior and chrome 
trim - rear window panel is loose otherwise generally Near Mint with inner packing and Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1405. CMC 1/24th scale Mercedes Benz Type 300D Cabriolet 1958-1962 - cream with dark red interior, black roof and 
chrome trim - a few dusty marks - Excellent Plus with inner packing and Good outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1406. Exoto 1/24th scale 97024 Tyrrell Ford 003 - blue, racing number 11 "Jackie Stewart" with figure - dusty from display but 
may improve with cleaning otherwise Excellent with inner packing, Excellent Plus outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 
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1407. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1949 Ford "Lead Sled" - metallic magenta, off-white interior and chrome trim appears 
generally Near Mint with inner packing, detachable white hood, paperwork and a Good outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1408. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale pair (1) Main Street Product USA Limited Edition Exclusive Shelby Cobra 427S/C - metallic 
blue with white body stripe; (2) 1963 Harley Earl Custom Corvette - metallic blue with white body stripe and black interior - both 
have a few light dust marks otherwise appear Near Mint with inner packing, Excellent Plus outer boxes and Good transit 
cartons.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1409. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1965 Lambandi Mk.2 - dark metallic red with beige interior and chrome trim, very light dust 
otherwise Near Mint with inner packing, paperwork accessory tool gloves, Excellent Plus picture card box and a Good outer 
transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 

1410. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 45th Anniversary Edition 1965 Pontiac GTO Convertible - dark red, cream interior, chrome 
trim and black detachable hood - generally Near Mint with inner packing and a Good outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1411. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale pair (1) Auburn Boat-Tail Speedster - dark blue, tan interior and chrome trim with detachable 
white hood - Diecast Collector Club Special Limited Edition Inaugural Year Issue 2002 in hinged presentation box; (2) B11XX97 
1935 Auburn Speedster - black with green body stripe, dark green interior and chrome trim - generally Near Mint with inner 
packing and Fair to Good card boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1412. Universal Hobbies UH2639A - Power Fordson Major Tractor - 50th Anniversary Edition - brush steel finish in a hinged 
presentation box with inner packing and certificate and a Fair outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 

1413. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 4-car Transporter - yellow "DM Vintage Show Cars" with accessories and ramps in plastic 
packaging - does appear to have a couple of small detail parts detached or broken, comes with inner polystyrene packaging 
only no outer box - generally Excellent but not checked for completeness. 

 £70 - £90 

1414. A pair of 1/24th scale or similar Articulated Low Loader Trucks (1) Mack Tractor Unit - orange "AC" with matching 
orange Low Loader Trailer; (2) similar but red "Dallas" and Maws - both tractor units have loose small detail chrome parts so 
some repairs with be necessary - mainly diecast and plastic construction - impressive looking models, not checked for 
completeness - generally Good unboxed.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1415. Schuco 450899500 Hymermobil 900 - Camper Van - dark cream/brown, mounted on plinth within rigid perspex case 
and inner plastic packaging - generally Near Mint (rigid perspex case is cracked in one corner) in a generally Good box 
(requires adhesive repair to rear). 

 £50 - £60 

1416. Schuco 450894400 MAN 635 "Porsche Renntransporter" - dark red with white logo - generally Near Mint mounted on 
plinth with rigid perspex case and Good outer card box (starting to unglue at rear). 

 £50 - £60 
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1417. NEO 1/43rd scale NEO45456 1968 MAN F7 Tractor Unit - red with black chassis with inner packing and Good outer 
card box - some loose parts in bottom of packaging also with a similar model in green with red chassis, mounted in rigid 
perspex case (exclusive for www.modelcarworld.com) - model appears generally Near Mint but no outer box.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1418. Pair of 1/43rd scale models (1) NEO 45456 1968 MAN F7 Tractor Unit - red with black chassis - coupling attachment is 
loose with inner packing and a Good outer card box; (2) NEO Dodge Travco Camper Van - cream with fawn body 
stripe - nearside wing mirror detached but is present for repair, without packaging but with a rigid perspex case.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1419. Eligor pair of 1/43rd scale Tractor Unit Trucks (1) 116498 Iveco Stralis Hi-way - dark graphite grey; (2) 116500 Stralis 
XP - gloss black - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint window boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1420. Matrix 1/43rd scale MX41308-011 Monteverdi 375S High Speed Frua 1968 - red with cream interior and chrome trim, 
No.057 of 400 - generally Mint including rigid perspex case and outer card sleeve. 

 £40 - £50 

1421. Matrix 1/43rd scale MX42201-011 Perana Z-1 2009 - Red Mist (metallic red) No.287 of 408 - generally Mint in a Near 
Mint rigid perspex case and outer card sleeve. 

 £40 - £50 

1422. Masterpiece (Auto Cult) 1/43rd scale Mercedes Benz C111 - off-white/light cream, black interior, limited edition model 
No.144 of 333 pieces - generally Mint in a Near Mint lift off lid box with certificate. 

 £40 - £50 

1423. Looksmart 1/43rd scale group (1) LS083C Lamborghini Jalpa - black; (2) LS45B Ferrari 612 Scaglietti 2003 - metallic 
blue (nearside wing mirror detached); (3) Ferrari Mythos - metallic blue with red interior (possibly detached windscreen wiper or 
similar), no outer box - generally Excellent with Good to Excellent packaging.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1424. BBR Models 1/43rd scale BBR105 Ferrari 250 Europa Vignale 0359GT 1956 "Princess Liliane De Rethy" - black with 
grey interior and white roof - generally Mint in a Good Plus lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £60 

1425. Mixed 1/43rd scale (1) Mini Car or similar Orochi - black; (2) Takara Tomy or similar Lexus LF-SH - pale metallic silver 
blue - 39th Tokyo Motor Show 2005; (3) unknown manufacture Nissan Skyline GT-R Nismo R32 - black - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent rigid perspex cases (no outer boxes or sleeves.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1426. Mixed 1/43rd scale group (1) Heco Models Ferrari 500TR Touring 1956 - red mounted on metallic tiles plinth No.54 of 
125; (2) unknown manufacturer Osca MT4 1100 - R. Maspri/E. Foglietti Mille Miglia 1957 limited edition 193 of 250 - red, racing 
number 332; (3) unknown manufacturer Ferrari Testarossa Koenig Turbo Cabriolet - red - Near Mint to Mint in Good packaging.  
(3) 

 £50 - £70 

1427. Mixed 1/43rd scale group (1) Spark (Minimax) Mercedes Benz CL500 (C215) - metallic silver; (2) Minimax AMG 
Mercedes SLS - dark grey metallic; (3) TSM or similar McLaren Senna - blue/black - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 
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1428. Matrix NEO and similar 1/43rd scale group (1) 1966 Rolls Royce Phantom V Mulliner Landaulet - black with tan interior 
(folded roof is loose in case); (2) Parkward Bentley S1 Continental FHC ex David Niven - metallic two-tone green; (3) 1932 
Bentley 8 litre Roadster Dottridge Bros - black (both front wheels have detached); (4) 1937 Delage DB-120 Aero Sport 
Coupe - black with chrome trim (spare wheel has detached) - Excellent to Near Mint in Excellent rigid perspex cases.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1429. Unknown manufacturer group 1/43rd scale comprising 3 x Smart Forfour and 2 x Porsche - orange and white colour 
variations - generally Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1430. Unknown manufacturer 1/43rd scale group (1) possibly Silas Models 1952 early Interceptor - dark blue with black hood; 
(2) similar but dark silver grey with grey folded hood; (3) Jenson CV8 - metallic blue; (4) similar but charcoal/black with red 
interior - generally Near Mint in Excellent rigid perspex cases (no outer card sleeves or boxes).  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1431. Unknown manufacturer 1/43rd scale group (1) NEO or similar Bristol 401 - metallic dark grey; (2) Rolls Royce Phantom 
Coupe - dark metallic blue; (3) Mercedes Benz 600 - black with dark tan interior; (4) 1938 Packard Twelve Convertible 
Victoria - Official Model Packard Automobile Classics 46 Annual Meet - metallic green with beige interior and hood (hood is 
loose in case) - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Excellent rigid perspex cases (no outer sleeves or boxes).   (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1432. Unknown manufacturer 1/43rd scale group (1) Mercedes Benz W196 Monoposto - silver (Minimax or similar); (2) 
similar but Mercedes Benz W196 Stromline; (3) Lola T70 Mk.2 1968 Japan GP No.11 - gold, racing number 11; (4) Aston Martin 
DBR9 2005 - dark metallic green, racing number 59, limited edition 139 of 500pcs; (5) Fenix's 1972 Ford Gran Torino Sports 
"Fast & Furious" - metallic green with white body stripe - generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus rigid perspex cases (no 
outer card sleeves or boxes).  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1433. NEO or similar 1/43rd scale group (1) Alvis TD21 - metallic blue with red interior and hood; (2) similar but cream with 
grey hood and grey interior; (3) similar but blue with darker blue interior and hood; (4) similar but lighter blue body, grey interior 
and folded hood - generally Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus rigid perspex cases (no outer card sleeve or boxes).  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1434. Unknown 1/43rd scale manufacturer group (1) Nissan Cedric (H130) 1965 - metallic green; (2) similar but metallic blue; 
(3) Toyota Hilux 4WD Surf - metallic green; (4) Brian's 1999 Nissan Skyline GT-R "Fast & Furious"; (5) VW Pick-up 
Truck - black - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus rigid perspex cases (no outer card sleeves or boxes).  (50 

 £50 - £70 

1435. Mixed 1/43rd scale manufacturer group to include Bizarre B1016 Pontiac Club De Mer 1956 - metallic blue, 2 x M4 Alfa 
Romeos, Citroen Metropolis - metallic silver, VW Golf in black and a Vauxhall Grenada in metallic dark grey - generally Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Excellent rigid perspex cases (no outer card sleeves or boxes).  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1436. Unknown 1/43rd scale manufacturer group to include Porsche 911 - dark grey, Porsche 934/5 Big Wing - black 
(Kyosho), Porsche 928GS - dark metallic blue plus others - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent rigid perspex cases (no 
outer card sleeves or boxes).  (7) 

 £40 - £60 
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1437. CMC 1/18th scale M-110 Maserati 300S 1956 Replica Engine mounted on wooden plinth with nameplate and rigid 
perspex cover with inner packing accessory tool, information card and numbered certificate - generally Mint in a Near Mint 
packaging, also with a similar unboxed engine - Mercedes Benz 300SLR engine 1955 (rigid perspex case is damaged and 
open at one end) - model appears generally Near Mint. 

 £50 - £70 

1438. Boxed pair of Replica Engines (1) Automodello "Dreams Engaged" 1/12th scale AM12 - FOR3L 1967 Ford 3 litre twin 
cam - Dutch Grand Prix Winner; (2) TSM model 1/18th scale TSM10AC11 Porsche 935K3 twin turbo engine model - generally 
Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1439. Boxed pair of Replica Engines (1) CAT85238 G3516 Gas Engine; (2) Liberty Classics 84427 Shelby Cobra 427FE 
Engine - generally Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1440. Liberty Classics group of unboxed Replica Engines to include Chevy Small Blocks Street Rod, 427 Big Block, Dodge 
Challenger SRT, Chevrolet Small Block 350-CI Turbo Engine - gold plated effect plus others - generally Excellent to Near Mint, 
not checked for completeness.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1441. Liberty Classics and similar group of Replica Engines to include Dodge Hemi 426, Ford 427, Hemi Dragster Engine, 
Ford Dragster Engine and a Franklin Mint Watts Steam Engine - Excellent to Near Mint not checked for completeness, 
unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1442. Kyosho 1/12th scale Shelby Cobra 427S/C - metallic blue, white body stripes, blank racing number, chrome 
trim - Excellent Plus unchecked for completeness, comes with plastic accessory tool, no packaging but with plastic rigid display 
case - impressive model. 

 £80 - £100 

1443. Autoart or similar 1/18th scale pair (1) Jaguar XJS - white with beige interior, thin red body stripe; (2) similar - racing 
model green/white, racing number 12 - Excellent to Near Mint no packaging but with 2 rigid perspex display cases.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1444. A mixed group of 1/18th scale Le Mans all Touring Cars including Porsche 911RSR "Pink Pig" (rear spoiler has 
detached, requires adhesive fix), 3 other similar Porsche models in various liveries and a Dodge Viper GTS-R - metallic blue 
racing number 52 - all generally Excellent without packaging but packaged in rigid perspex display cases.   (5) 

 £60 - £80 

1445. Mixed group of 1/18th scale models (1) McLaren M16 1976 Indy 500 - Mario Andretti - red, racing number 6; (2) Ford 
GT350 - purple with silver body stripe; (3) Ricko Horsch 950V - black - generally Excellent without packaging but with rigid 
perspex cases.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1446. Mixed pair of models (1) Johnny Lightning 1923 Ford T-Bucket - dark metallic red, white interior and chrome trim; (2) 
Premium Classics 1/12th scale Mini Cooper - dark green, chequer board roof - Excellent to Mint without packaging but with rigid 
perspex display case. 

 £40 - £60 
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1447. Sunstar 1058 1/18th scale Triumph GT6 Mk.3 - orange red with black interior and chrome trim - generally Mint in a 
Good Plus window box. 

 £20 - £30 

1448. 1/18th scale unboxed group to include Autoart Jaguar D-type - dark green racing number 6, similar but without racing 
numbers, Jaguar C-type x 2, 2 x Jaguar XKSS - white and dark green and 2 x Jaguar E-type - white and another in red with 
detachable black hood - Fair to Good not checked for completeness, may improve with cleaning.  (8) 

 £60 - £80 

1449. Unboxed 1/18th scale group to include Autoart E-type Jaguar in red, similar but in black and 4 x Convertibles including 
2 with detachable hoods - Fair to Good not checked for completeness and may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1450. 1/18th scale unboxed group of Jaguars to include Model Icons Jaguar Mk.2 - red, Paragon - metallic blue, similar in 
black and another in grey with racing number 84 and 2 x XJS - dark green and dark red - Fair to Good not checked for 
completeness may improve with cleaning unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 

1451. 1/18th scale unboxed group of Aston Martin to include Autoart Aston Martin V8 Vantage in black, similar in metallic 
silver, Autoart DB5 in maroon, Autoart Aston Martin 1-77 and Aston Martin Rapide in gloss black - Fair to Good not checked for 
completeness, may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1452. 1/18th scale unboxed group including Autoart MGC - off-white/cream with black interior, MGB Mk.2 - dark green with 
black interior, similar dark red with black interior, others include Universal Hobbies in a lighter red, also in cream with red interior 
and another in gloss black - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.   (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1453. 1/18th scale unboxed group to include Autoart MGB Mk.2 - red, white roof, racing number 83, Autoart MGB Mk.2 in 
dark metallic blue with black interior, 3 x MGA Models plus others - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve 
with cleaning, unboxed.  (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1454. 1/18th scale mixed group to include Sunstar Triumph GT6 Mk.3 - orange-red, Chrono Triumph Spitfire Mk.4 - dark 
green, Kyosho Triumph TR3A - pale yellow, similar in red and another in black, Revell 1/18th scale Austin Healey "Frog-eye 
Sprite" and a Autoart Austin Healey - red/cream - Fair to Good not checked for completeness, may improve with cleaning, 
unboxed. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1455. 1/18th scale unboxed group to include Jadi TVR Tuscan - metallic blue, similar but in graphite black, 2 x Autoart Lotus 
Exige and another unconfirmed manufacturer plus 2 x Kyosho Smart Roadster - metallic silver and black - Fair to Good not 
checked for completeness, may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1456. 1/18th scale unboxed group to include Autoart Lotus Cortina "Alan Man Racing" - red/gold racing number 22, similar 
but "T Waters" - white with green and yellow body stripes, racing number 57, another similar in white with green body stripe, 
Norev Ford Capri in metallic bronze another similar in black with silver body stripe, Sunstar Ford Escort Mk.5 - metallic 
blue - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 
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1457. 1/18th scale unboxed Ford group to include Autoart Ford Sierra RS - metallic blue, similar but in white, another in 
black, Ford Sierra RS in "Texaco" racing colours, racing number 1, another similar but "IUI" racing number 44 and a Ricko Ford 
RS200 - white - Fair to Good not checked for completeness, may improve with cleaning, unboxed.   (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1458. 1/18th scale unboxed Ford Focus group to include Autoart Ford Focus, racing number 4 Rallye Monte Carlo, racing 
number 17, 2 x McRae and Grist plus 2 others - Fair to Good not checked for completeness, may improve with cleaning, 
unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1459. 1/18th scale unboxed Bentley group to include Minichamps Bentley Armage T - dark green, Minichamps Bentley 
Brooklin in black, Bentley Continental GTC - metallic silver with dark red interior, Bentley Continental GT in metallic silver and a 
Minichamps Bentley Continental GT in gloss black - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, 
unboxed. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1460. 1/18th scale unboxed group of models to include Universal Hobbies Land Rover Series II - gold "Heritage Motor 
Centre", Autoart Range Rover Sport - black with dark cream interior, Autoart Range Rover 4.6 HSE - dark metallic green with 
dark cream interior and a UT Models Ford Expedition - pale metallic gold with beige interior - Fair to Good not checked for 
completeness, may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1461. Mixed British manufacturer group to include Minichamps Morris Minor Tourer - cream with black interior, Kyosho 
Minivan "AA Service", 2 x Autoart 2006 Mini Cooper - light and dark metallic blue and 2 x Autoart Lotus Esprit - dark green and 
black - Fair to Good, not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1462. 1/18th scale "James Bond" group to include Autoart Lotus Esprit - white with red body stripes, similar but metallic 
bronze with ski attachments, Aston Martin DB5 - metallic silver with detachable roof panel and Autoart Toyota 2000GT - white 
with black interior - Fair to Good not checked for completeness, may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1463. 1/18th scale unboxed Citroen group to include Norev Citroen DS Pallas - black with grey interior, similar but metallic 
blue with black interior, Sunstar Citroen DS Convertible in metallic grey, Norev Citroen SM - metallic blue and Sunstar 
DS19 - dark blue with black vinyl detachable hood - Fair to Good not checked for completeness, may improve with cleaning, 
unboxed.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1464. A group of Lamborghini (1/18th scale) to include Autoart Countach - burnt orange; another Anniversary Issue - red; 
Kyosho Miura - blue; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (do require slight attention in cleaning). 
(6) 

 £80 - £90 

1465. A group (1/18th scale) Lamborghini models to include Autoart Diablo GTR - black; Miura - red, silver; Gallardo plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have very slight damage) - some will require attention 
to repair - see photo.  (7) 

 £80 - £100 

1466. Autoart (1/18th scale) a group of Lamborghini to include Diablo - orange; Muretelago - metallic blue (dark aqua); plus 
others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (apart from one which has some damage to front screen) - others do require 
some attention in cleaning - see photo.  (7) 

 £70 - £90 
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1467. Autoart (1/18th scale) a group of Bugatti Models to include Veyron two-tone blue; Chiron - metallic blue plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (do require light attention in cleaning).  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1468. Autoart (1/18th scale) group to include Lancia Fulvia Rally Car - red, white, racing number 2; Giulietta - red; Alfa 
Romeo Montreal - orange plus others - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some require attention in 
dusting and repair to wheels) - still a interesting lot.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1469. Autoart (1/18th scale) a group of Alfa Romeo models including GT AM - mustard, racing number 1; 1750 - red; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some require attention in cleaning).  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1470. Hot Wheels (1/18th scale) a group of Ferrari models to include 88 GTO - yellow; 360 Modena - red; Enzo - red; 
575GTZ - grey/silver plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have very slight damage to 
mirrors) - some may require very slight attention in cleaning.  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1471. A group of (1/18th scale) Ferrari models to include Hot Wheels 450 Super America; Kyosho 512BB plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some require very slight attention to repair) plus some small 
attention in cleaning - still a interesting lot see photo.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1472. A group of 1/18th scale Ferrari models by various manufacturers including Kyosho, Carrera GT - black; UT Models 911 
Turbo; 911 (GT3) plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some require slight attention to repair mainly 
mirrors) - some light cleaning - see photo.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1473. A group of (1/18th scale) Porsche models including Autoart 928S - blue; 911 Cabriolet; Minichamps 911 - dark blue 
plus others - conditions are generally Good to Near Mint (some have small parts missing and require some attention to 
repair) - all require slight cleaning - see photo.   (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1474. Autoart/Minichamps (1/18th scale) group of Porsche to include 944 Turbo - silver; 959 white; 911 Turbo - metallic 
brown plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some have slight damage and some small broken 
parts) - see photo.  (8) 

 £80 - £100 

1475. A group of (1/18th scale) Porsche models to include Autoart 911 Carrera - white, red; 914 - silver, black; 959 - silver 
plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (some have small damage parts) - all require slight attention in 
cleaning - see photo.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1476. Autoart (1/18th scale) BMW group to include 2002 "Rallye Monte Carlo"; 3.0 CSL - blue; 2002 Convertible - blue plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some require attention to repair and have some small 
missing pieces) - all require very light attention in cleaning - see photo.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 
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1477. Autoart (/118th scale) group of BMW models to include 2000TI - steel blue; 2002 - mustard/yellow; another lime plus 
others - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some require attention to repair and require slight attention in 
dusting) - see photo.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1478. A group of (1/18th scale) BMW models to include Autoart 3.0 CSL Racing Car; Jadi 503 - silver, black; UT Models 3 
Series green plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some require very light attention in cleaning).  
(7) 

 £70 - £80 

1479. Autoart (1/18th scale) a group of Audi Quattro models to include short - white; long - metallic red plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have broken mirrors and require attention in 
cleaning) - see photo.  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1480. Exoto (1/18th scale) a group of Ford GT Cars including Racing - yellow, black, racing number 8; silver, black, racing 
number 7; metallic purple, black; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some require slight attention 
in cleaning).  (6) 

 £80 - £100 

1481. Autoart/plus others a group of (1/18th scale) Ford GT models to include turquoise, orange, racing number 4; white, 
black "GT"; plus others - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some do reuqir3 attention to repair) - all require very 
light attention in cleaning.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1482. Autoart (1/18th scale) a group of Mitsubishi Models to include Lancer - silver; Lancer "Tommi Makinen Edition" - white; 
Evolution - white plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint (all require some light attention in cleaning) - one 
has broken mirror - see photo.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1483. Autoart (1/18th scale) Toyota 2000GT group to include red; white; maroon; black; plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Excellent to Mint (some have broken mirrors and require slight attention in cleaning) - see photo.  (7) 

 £80 - £90 

1484. Autoart (1/18th scale) a group of Subaru Impreza Models including black, silver, blue plus others - conditions appear to 
be generally Excellent to Mint (some missing mirrors and require attention in cleaning).  (50 

 £60 - £70 

1485. Group of (1/18th scale) to include Autoart BMW E30 M3; Norev Volkswagen Golf GTi; Revell Renault 5 Turbo plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some have slight damage to mirrors and require attention in 
cleaning).  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1486. Group of (1/18th scale) to include Autoart Nissan Skyline GTR R33; Hot Wheels TVR 12-speed; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some do require attention in cleaning).  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1487. A group of (1/18th scale) Ford Mustang models including Autoart "Bullitt" - green; Mach 1 - yellow, black; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some require slight attention in cleaning).  (5) 

 £70 - £80 
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1488. A group of (1/18th scale) Rally Cars to include Autoart Subaru Impreza - orange, blue; Kyosho Lancia Rally 037; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have very light damage and do require slight attention 
in cleaning).  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1489. A group of (1/18th scale) Rally Cars to include Autoart Subaru Impreza; Motor Corolla; Mitsubishi Lancer plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have slight damage to mirrors) - all require very slight 
attention in cleaning.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1490. A group of (1/18th scale) Ford Mustang models including Autoart Shelby GT350 - blue, silver; Mustang GT - orange, 
black plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some require very light attention in cleaning).  (7) 

 £70 - £90 

1491. Carousel (1/18th scale) a group of Single Seater Racing Cars to include McLaren - orange, racing number 24; another 
but racing number 3 plus others - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent (some require attention to repair and slight 
attention in cleaning) - see photo. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1492. Autoart (1/18th scale) a group of Jeeps Grand Cherokee; Mitsubishi Pajero, plus others - conditions are generally 
Good to Excellent Plus (some have wheels loose and require attention to repair, plus attention to cleaning) - see photo.  (8) 

 £60 - £70 

1493. Autoart (1/18th scale) Ford Mustang group to include GT - metallic green; white; blue; plus others - conditions appear 
to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have damaged mirrors and require slight attention in repair and some 
cleaning) - see photo.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1494. Autoart plus others a group of (1/18th scale) Ford Mustangs to include GT; Fastback; also includes ERTL, AMX plus 
others - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint (some haves light damage to mirrors and require attention in cleaning).  
(7) 

 £70 - £80 

1495. A group of (1/18th scale) Corvette models including Carousel Customized - white, blue; UT Models - yellow; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (do require slight attention in cleaning).  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1496. A group of (18th scale) Corvette models to include Autoart Convertible - silver; plus others - conditions are generally 
Excellent to Near Mint (do require some attention in cleaning).  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1497. A group of (1/18th scale) Porsche and Ford GT Racing Cars to include Autoart GT - orange, silver flashes; UT Models 
911 GT1; Exoto Ford GT - blue, white stripes, racing number 4 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to 
Near Mint (some require slight attention to repair with broken mirrors) - see photo.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1498. A group of (1/18th scale) Racing Cars to include Autoart Nissan "Calsonic"; Zonder - black, yellow wheels plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have very slight damage to mirrors).  (6) 

 £70 - £80 
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1499. A group of (1/18th scale) Japanese Sports Cars to include Autoart Honda ASX - red, black; Gate Mazda MX5; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have broken mirrors and require slight attention in 
cleaning).  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1500. Autoart/ERTL group to include Holden Special Van - black, blue side flashes; ERTL El Camino Pick-up plus 
others - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus (slight damage to mirrors and require some attention in cleaning).  
(4) 

 £50 - £60 

1501. A group of (1/18th scale) to include Paragon Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - silver; Autoart Mercedes 600 
Pullman - black; Ricko Cadillac Sixteen plus others - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some require slight 
attention to repair and light cleaning).  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1502. A (1/18th Scale) group of Louts Cars to include Autoart Lotus Elan - yellow; another but red; Kyosho Europa - black, 
gold flashes plus others - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus (all require attention in cleaning - some require 
attention to wheels (one missing) - see photo.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1503. Autoart plus others a group of (1/18th scale) Corvette Models including Gallaway C2; Cabriolet; plus others - see 
photo - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some require attention in cleaning and repair) - see photo.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1504. A group of (1/18th scale) Single Seat Racing Cars including CMC Mercedes W126 - silver, racing number 12; Autoart 
Porsche 804 F1 - silver, racing number 30 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have 
slight damage and require attention in cleaning).  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1505. A group of (1/18th scale) Single Seat Racing Cars to include Carousel; TSM Model plus others - conditions appear to 
be generally Excellent to Excellent Plus (some have some slight damage and require attention in repair plus some light 
cleaning).  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1506. A group of (1/18th scale) Subaru Impreza Models including Rally - blue, racing number 5; "Police" - white, blue, black, 
gold wheels plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have slight damage to mirrors and require 
some attention in cleaning.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1507. A group of (1/18th scale) American 50's/60's Cars including Sunstar Ford Falcon - light blue; Autoart Ford Mustang 
Fastback - light gold plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have very light damage to 
mainly mirrors) - do require some light attention in cleaning.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1508. A group of (1/18th scale) American 1950's Cars including Sunstar Pontiac Bonneville; Ford Fairlane - black, gold side 
flashes plus others - conditions are generally Good to Excellent (do have some very light damage mainly mirrors and require 
some attention in cleaning).  (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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1509. A group of (1/18th scale) mainly American Muscle Cars including Autoart Chrysler Charger - orange, black; plus 
others - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have light damage to mainly mirrors and require some light 
attention in dusting).  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1510. A group of (1/18th scale) American Classic 1950's/60's Cars including Chrysler - metallic green; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have light damage mainly to mirrors and require some 
attention in cleaning).  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1511. A group of (1/18th scale) American Muscle Cars including Autoart Ford Mustang Mach 1 - red, black; plus 
others - conditions are generally Good to Excellent Plus (some have damaged wheels and require attention to repair/one 
missing) - all require slight attention in cleaning.  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1512. A group of (1/18th scale) American Cars including Autoart Ford Mustang; Dodge Viper; Holden Sedan - purple, white 
stripes plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have light damage mainly to mirrors and require 
some attention in cleaning).  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1513. A group of (1/18th scale) Racing Cars to include Minichamps BMW M1 "Kenwood" - black; Ford Falcon "Brut" two-tone 
green, white, racing number 33 plus others - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some have slight damage and 
require attention to repair and slight cleaning).  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1514. A group of (1/18th scale) Racing Cars to include Autoart Porsche 917K - silver, racing number 3; GMP 
McLaren - orange, racing number 48 plus others - conditions are generally Good to Excellent Plus (some require slight attention 
to repair and cleaning).  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1515. 1/18th scale mixed group to include Autoart Chevrolet Corvette SS - metallic blue, racing number 1, Minichamps 
Porsche 906 - white, racing number 148, similar but blue racing number 15, Porsche 906 in white, Autoart BMW Mille 
Miglia - metallic silver, racing number 72 and Minichamps Maserati Tipo 61 - red, racing number 98 - Fair to Good not checked 
for completeness, may improve with cleaning unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1516. Aston Martin 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Aston Martin DBT9 - metallic green, racing number 59, similar but 
racing number 58, another metallic green with no racing numbers and similar but metallic grey/silver - Fair to Good not checked 
for completeness, may improve with cleaning unboxed.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1517. 1/18th scale mixed group to include Precision Models Cadillac Hearse, similar but Limousine also in black, China made 
1956 red flag Limousine CA770 and a Sunstar Dodge Custom Royal Lancer - metallic graphite grey with white/grey interior and 
chrome trim - generally Good to Excellent but not checked for completeness unboxed.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1518. 1/18th scale Mercedes group to include Autoart Mercedes Benz 600 - metallic silver with cream interior, Norev 
Mercedes Benz S Class - black with grey interior, Norev 560 SEL - metallic silver with dark grey interior, Autoart Mercedes 
Benz 8 - metallic gold and 2 x Chinese made 500 SEC - metallic blue and graphite grey - Fair to Good not checked for 
completeness may improve with cleaning unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 
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1519. Japanese 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Nissan Skyline R32 GTR - black, similar with R33 - silver with black/red 
tampo, another similar but R34 - dark metallic grey, Nissan GTR R35 - metallic grey plus others - generally Good not checked 
for completeness may improve with cleaning unboxed. 

 £60 - £80 

1520. Mixed 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Pegani Huayra, Autoart Pegani Zonda - dark blue with carbon panels, 
Lamborghini Aventador - metallic red, Koenigsegg Agera - metallic red, Hot Wheels Ferrari F430 Spider and a Ferrari 570S in 
black - generally Fair to Good not checked for completeness, may improve with cleaning unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 

1521. 1/18th scale Autoart Mercedes Benz 8 - metallic blue, similar but cream/off-white, Autoart Mercedes Benz 280SE in 
black, 2 x Revell Mercedes Benz W116 plus others - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, 
unboxed.   (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1522. Mixed 1/18th scale group to include NEO Models Maserati 3500GT Touring - metallic blue with white roof, Minichamps 
Maserati Ghibli - black, another similar but Convertible in metallic silver, Ricko Lamborghini - dark red and a Hot Wheels Ferrari 
Super America - metallic silver with black roof - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, 
unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1523. 1/18th scale mixed group to include Minichamps Volvo P1300ES - metallic gold, a similar model in metallic blue, China 
made Volvo C70 Convertible - metallic silver, Autoart Volvo S50 in black and a Holden Sedan - dark green with lighter green 
interior and chrome trim - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 

1524. 1/18th scale mixed group to include Autoart Fiat Spider - black with dark tan interior, Autoart Lancia Fulvia - blue, 
Sunstar Fiat 124 Convertible - white with black interior and folded hood, another similar but in orange, Fiat 500 in white with 
black roof panel and a Autoart Alfa Romeo S3 - red - Fair to Good may improve with cleaning not checked for completeness, 
unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1525. Unboxed 1/18th scale group to include Hot Wheels Ferrari Enzo - black, 2 x Hot Wheels Ferrari 575 Zagato - black with 
green interior and silver with dark red, another similar model but Convertible, Autoart Bugatti RE110 - dark metallic red and a 
Autoart Ford Shelby GR-1 Concept in metallic silver - Fair to Excellent but not checked for completeness may improve with 
cleaning unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1526. Mixed 1/18th scale group to include UT Models Ferrari 550 - metallic silver, Hot Wheels Ferrari Dino 246GT in yellow, 
similar model but in red, 2 x China made Ferrari California - red with tan interior and burgundy with cream interior and a Autoart 
Lamborghini Miura - white - Fair to Good not checked for completeness unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1527. Mixed 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Mercedes Benz 190E - champagne gold, racing number 11 - Senna, 
similar but maroon another similar in graphite/charcoal, Autoart Mercedes Benz E Class in metallic silver another similar but 
two-tone and 2 x Convertibles including Minichamps 300SL Roadster in silver with black interior - Fair to Good not checked for 
completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.   (7) 

 £50 - £70 
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1528. Unboxed 1/18th scale BMW group to include Autoart BMW 6 Series - dark metallic blue, similar but in silver, 3 further 
models in dark metallic green, pale metallic green and maroon and a Autoart BMW 3 Series in metallic silver - Fair to Good not 
checked for completeness may improve with cleaning unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1529. 1/18th scale BMW group to include Autoart 5 Series in dark grey metallic, Minichamps BMW 7 Series E32 - metallic 
silver, Autoart 5 Series in dark metallic grey, Autoart Mercedes Benz C Class in black plus others - Fair to Good not checked for 
completeness, unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1530. 1/18th scale BMW group to include Autoart BMW E46M3 - black with tan interior, similar but with black interior, 
Minichamps BMW M3 GTR 2001 in black, similar but metallic blue, China made BMW M6 in metallic bronze and UT Models 
BMW 3 Series in black - Fair to Good not checked for completeness, may improve with cleaning unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1531. Mercedes bend 1/18th scale group including C Class - charcoal with grey interior, similar model but black with beige 
interior, another in metallic silver, Autoart Mercedes Benz CL Class in black with dark cream interior and 3 x UT Models SLK 
AMG - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning unboxed.  (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1532. Mixed Japanese 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Nissan 350Z - silver metallic, another in blue metallic, Autoart 
Honda S2000 in silver metallic with red/black interior, Honda NSX in black, Honda Integra type R - white and a Lexus LS300 in 
metallic blue - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1533. Mixed 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Mazda Cosmo Sport - metallic silver, similar but in white, another but red, 
Ricko Alfa Romeo Spider in black, Autoart Datsun Fairlady 2000 in silver with black detachable hood, Autoart Alfa Romeo 
Giulia in red and a Alfa Romeo TZ also in red - Fair to Good unchecked for completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  
(7) 

 £50 - £70 

1534. 1/18th scale Racing group to include Autoart Porsche 917K - white, blue body stripes, racing number 16, Autoart 
Mazda 787B - white/blue, racing number 18. Autoart Chaparral racing number 66, Alfa Romeo 33TT12 - red, racing number 2, 
ERTL Indy Racer and a GMP Highwing or similar racing number 54 - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve 
with cleaning unboxed.   (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1535. 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Jaguar XJS - black with cream interior, Jaguar XK in metallic silver, Jaguar XJS 
in metallic silver, Jaguar XJS in dark green, Jaguar XK in dark red and a similar model but convertible but black with cream 
interior - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1536. 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Holden Commodore - white, similar but red, another in black, Autoart Holden 
Coupe in metallic blue, a Ford 49 in black and a Chevrolet Impala SS - black with grey interior - Fair to Good may improve with 
cleaning, unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1537. 1/18th scale mixed group to include Norev Audi A6 Avant - metallic red, Norev Audi A4 Cabriolet - blue with detachable 
roof, Autoart Porsche Cayenne - metallic silver and another similar in black, a Revel VW Microbus plus others - Fair to Good not 
checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (6) 

 £60 - £70 
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1538. 1/18th scale a group to include Autoart BMW 320 WTCC - white, racing number 1 - Andy Priaulx, similar but racing 
number 2 - Jorg Muller, Autoart Mercedes Benz 190E - black/gold, racing number 9, Autoart BMW "Jagermeister" racing 
number 6 in orange and a Autoart Toyota Trophy Truck - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with 
cleaning, unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1539. 1/18th scale Racing group to included Exoto Racing Legends Porsche 917 - red/white, racing number 6, another 
similar but white, no racing number, CMC Ferrari 312P in red and 2 other models by Truescale Miniatures and GMP - Fair to 
Excellent not checked for completeness unboxed.  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

1540. 1/18th scale mixed group to include Kyosho Nissan Skyline - dark blue/gold, racing number 73, Autoart Mazda 
RX8 - red/green racing number 55, Autoart Peugeot 206 - red, racing number 2, Kyosho Ferrari - red, racing number 64 and 
Norev Peugeot 206 - metallic blue - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1541. 1/18th scale group to include Kyosho Cobra 427 - silver, racing number 6, similar but blue with white body stripe racing 
number 98, another metallic blue, white exhaust no racing number, another but red with white body stripes, similar metallic blue 
with white body stripes and an Exoto Ford GT40 - metallic blue, racing number 2 - Fair to Excellent not checked for 
completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.   (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1542. 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Chevrolet Corvette 1963 - red with black interior, similar but metallic blue, 
Corvette Mako Shark - multi coloured black/blue/white, ERTL Chevrolet Corvette - blue with white body stripe and Exoto GT40 
or similar - dark blue open top - Good to Excellent not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1543. 1/18th scale Muscle Car group to include Franklin Mint Chevrolet Camero Z28 - metallic blue with black body stripes, 
Autoart Holden Monaro - black with gold body stripes, similar but blue with black body stripe, Holden Torana - yellow with black 
bonnet panel and another similar but metallic blue - Fair to Good, not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning 
unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1544. 1/18th scale Muscle Car group to include Monte Carlo SS - black with chrome trim, Diecast Promotions Plymouth 
Barracuda - black, oxide red with exposed engine parts, Hot Wheels 1970 Dodge Charger - black with chrome parts and an 
ERTL 1966 Chevy Nova - charcoal with black interior - Fair to Excellent not checked for completeness may improve with 
cleaning, unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1545. 1/18th scale group to include Signature Studebaker Golden Hawk - metallic blue with cream flashes, similar but 
metallic gold, Kyosho Tucker Torpedo - metallic blue with cream interior and chrome trim, Signature 1961 Imperial Crown - dark 
metallic green, tan interior and black roof and a Chevy Impala - metallic green, white body stripe, two-tone interior and white 
roof - Fair to Good not checked for completeness, may improve with cleaning unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1546. 1/18th scale group to include Brougham - black, white interior and silver roof, similar but white body, another dark 
metallic blue with blue interior, similar in grey metallic blue with grey interior and a Anson Plymouth Fury - cream with gold 
flashes - Fair to Good not checked for completeness, may improve with cleaning unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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1547. 1/18th scale group to include Sunstar Mercury - pale yellow with grey interior and black folded hood, Sunstar 1960 
Thunderbird - metallic blue with black interior, similar but black with two-tone tan interior, Pontiac Bonneville - silver poly striped 
interior and white roof and a Mercury Fairlane - orange, red with white roof - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may 
improve with cleaning unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1548. Mixed 1/18th scale group to include Precision Models 1951 Cadillac - black, dark grey interior and chrome trim, Autoart 
Cadillac Series 62 - metallic bronze with brown interior, Sunstar 1959 Oldsmobile 98 - metallic gold with cream folded hood, 
similar but metallic purple with red interior plus one other - Fair to Excellent unchecked for completeness, unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1549. 1/18th scale group to include Diecast Promotions 1967 Plymouth GTX - metallic blue with white body stripes, similar 
but dark green with silver body stripes, another similar model in black with red interior and chrome trim and a 1957 
Oldsmobile - metallic dark blue with a similar interior - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, 
unboxed.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1550. 1/18th scale group to include Plymouth Cuda - yellow, black body stripes and bonnet panel, similar but metallic blue, 
Plymouth Cuda 440 - lime green with white interior, 1958/59 AMX - metallic blue with white body stripes and a 1968 Cougar in 
metallic blue with light cream roof and interior - Fair to Excellent not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, 
unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1551. 1/18th scale group to include Plymouth "Bear of a Cuda" - metallic gold/black - Hurst, similar colour scheme but "Hurst 
Hairy Oldsmobile", Plymouth GTX - metallic bronze with black body stripes plus another similar in metallic silver with black 
interior - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.   (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1552. 1/18th scale group to include Signature 1962 Oldsmobile Starfire - black, silver trim white roof and red interior, Sunstar 
1969 Mercury Park Lane - metallic blue with two-tone blue interior and chrome trim, similar but light blue with solid roof, Road 
Signature 1966 Oldsmobile Tornado - metallic gold with black interior and Road Signature 1970 Dodge Coronet R/T - metallic 
purple with black interior - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1553. 1/18th scale group to include Signature 1956 Continental Mk.2 - black with cream/red interior, trademark models China 
Studebaker - grey/blue with dark cream interior and chrome trim, Sunstar 1952 Nash Ambassador Airflyte - dark metallic blue, 
similar interior and chrome trim, Sunstar 1956 Mercury Montclair - red/white, racing number 14 and Sunstar 1963 Ford Galaxie 
500 - cream, racing number 823 - Dick Brannan "Lively One" - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with 
cleaning, unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1554. 1/18th scale group to include Ricko Cadillac V16 - black, grey interior and chrome trim, Signature 1936 Chrysler 
Airflow - metallic silver, cream interior and chrome trim, Signature 1938 Packard - black, grey interior and chrome trim, Autoart 
BMW 502 - metallic silver, dark blue interior, chrome hubs and trim and Sunstar 1938 Horsch 855 - black, light cream interior 
and chrome trim (windscreen is detached) - Fair to Good may improve with cleaning, not checked for completeness unboxed.  
(5) 

 £50 - £70 
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1555. 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Porsche 550 Pan Americana - silver, red tail stripes, racing number 55, Autoart 
Porsche 356 - black, racing number 71, Norev Renault Caravelle - metallic gold with black interior, Anson Mercedes Benz 
280SL - blue with light tan interior, Autoart Chevrolet Corvette - red with black interior and detachable hood and Autoart Austin 
Healey - two-tone metallic blue/cream - Fair to Excellent not checked for completeness, may improve with cleaning unboxed.   
(6) 

 £50 - £70 

1556. 1/18th scale group to include Road Signature 1960 Chrysler 300F - black with beige interior, diecast promotions 
Daimler Chrysler - blue with darker blue interior and chrome trim, Sunstar 1955 Pontiac Star Chief - two-tone metallic 
green/cream (broken windscreen frame), Motor City Classic Vintage Car - two-tone black/dark brown with tan fabric hood, Ricko 
1931 Lincoln Model K - dark blue with black interior and running boards - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may 
improve with cleaning unboxed.   (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1557. 1/18th scale group to include ERTL Duesenberg SS - two-tone grey with dark tan interior and cream folded hood and 3 
x ERTL Auburn Boattail Speedsters - polished red - metallic green/metallic silver and very dark blue colour variations - Fair to 
Excellent not checked for completeness unboxed.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1558. 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Maybach - metallic black with beige interior, similar but very dark blue with black 
interior, ERTL Pontiac Trans Am Firebird - metallic gold, black interior and bonnet emblem plus 2 x 1/18th scale Police 
Cars - Holden Commodore and Ford Crown Victoria - Fair to Excellent not checked for completeness unboxed.   (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1559. 1/18th scale mixed group to include Autoart Austin Healey - white with black interior, Autoart Ford Shelby 
Cobra - metallic silver, Ricko Auto Union 1000 SP Roadster - pale blue with black interior and detachable hood, Revell 
Wisemann Roadster MF3 - metallic blue (folded hood is cracked) and 2 x Autoart Panoz Roadsters - red and metallic silver 
colour variations - Fair to Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1560. Mixed 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Ford Mustang - dark green with grey interior, similar but dark red, Ford 
Mustang Mach 1 - metallic silver grey, Autoart Mercedes Benz C Class - metallic silver with tan interior, Revell Wisemann GT 
and Minichamps Mercedes Benz 300SL - silver with red interior - Fair to Excellent not checked for completeness may improve 
with cleaning, unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1561. Mixed 1/18th scale group to include Kyosho Datsun Fairlady Z - orange with black bonnet panel, Autoart Toyota 
2000GT - white with red body stripe, racing number 1, Autoart Toyota Celica - metallic blue with gold pinstripes, Norev Peugeot 
504 Coupe - metallic blue with cream interior and Autoart Honda City Turbo - metallic silver with two-tone grey interior - Fair to 
Good not checked for completeness may improve with cleaning, unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1562. Mixed 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Porsche 928 - dark metallic brown gold with patterned interior, Autoart 
Mercedes Benz SL500/600 - dark metallic grey with cream interior, Autoart Porsche 911 - black with silver/red body stripe, 
Autoart BMW Z8 - black with red interior, Kyosho BMW Z4 - dark metallic blue with two-tone cream interior and Autoart Shelby 
GR-1 Concept - metallic blue with white body stripes - Fair to Excellent not checked for completeness may improve with 
cleaning unboxed.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 
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1563. Mixed 1/18th scale group to include Autoart Chrysler Panel Cruiser - metallic red, Hot Wheels Ferrari 125S - burgundy 
red with blue/black interior, Maisto Alpine Renault 1600S - metallic blue, Autoart VW Beetle - fawn with cream interior, similar 
but pink and 2 x Autoart Bugatti Atlantic - blue and black colour variations - Fair to Excellent not checked for completeness may 
improve with cleaning unboxed.   (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1564. Schuco 1/18th scale pair (1) 4500030300 Porsche 356A Carrera GT - metallic blue, racing number 225; (2) 
similar - Good to Excellent one is dusty and may improve with cleaning the other is cleaner but has wing mirror detached with 
inner packing and generally Good boxes (some scuffs to base).  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1565. ACME 1/18th scale 1965 El Camino - metallic green, black interior and chrome trim, comes with additional parts in bag 
on loadbed - generally Near Mint with inner packing with a Good outer card box (not correct for this model). 

 £30 - £40 

1566. Pair of 1/18th scale models (1) Exoto Porsche 934/935 - green, racing number 9 - Vaillant/Kremer; (2) Kyosho BMW 5 
Series - dark blue with black interior - both generally Excellent may improve with cleaning with inner packing only, no outer 
boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1567. Pair of 1/18th scale models (1) Autoart 87217 1972 Ford Falcon XYGTHO "Shell Racing Team" - Norm 
Beechey - yellow, racing number 4 - Fair boot has warped and paintwork cracked requires repairs but with inner packing and a 
Good Plus outer card box; (2) GMP 1970 Pontiac GTO - metallic blue with black interior - generally Excellent but is dusty from 
display, comes with inner packing but no outer card box.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1568. Group of 1/18th scale or similar display cases to include 4 x boxed examples, a similar loose example - clear acrylic 
case including base and another unboxed example with a gloss black plastic base - generally Excellent to Near Mint (loose 
cases slightly dusty).  (6) 

 £30 - £50 

1569. Danbury Mint 1/12th scale 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air Convertible - blue with white/blue interior, white folded hood and 
chrome trim - generally Excellent but not checked for completeness, comes with custom wooden plinth but no outer cover or 
external packaging. 

 £50 - £70 

1570. Code 3 Collectables 1/32nd scale 12986 Skywalker Ranch 1/32nd scale Pierce - Pumper Fire Truck - appears 
generally Near Mint with certificate/paperwork, inner packing, protective sleeve with both outer box and transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

1571. Unboxed group of Fire Engines approx 1/24th scale Road Signature and similar to include Hanover Fire 
Department - red, Fire Department Boonton NJ - pale yellow, Southampton Fire Department - white and Nashua Fire 
Department - red - Fair to Good Plus not checked for completeness unboxed. 

 £40 - £60 

1572. Minichamps 1/35th scale Military pair (1) 350040001 Sherman M4A3 Tank - desert sand - some dust from display, 
comes with inner packing and Good outer box; (2) 350020000 T34/76 1943 Production Russian Tank - military green - Good 
Plus to Excellent slightly dusty from display with inner packing and Good outer card boxes, possibly missing small detail aerial 
etc.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1573. Minichamps 1/35th scale pair (1) 350011170 SD.KFZ.7 8-ton Semi Track Personnel Carrier - grey/green camouflage; 
(2) 350011081 German 88mm Flak 36 Russia April 1943 in matching colour scheme - generally Excellent with inner packing 
and Good outer card boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1574. Minichamps 1/35th scale Military 350041002 M48 A2GA2 PZBTL.523 Tank 1990 - appears generally Near Mint, aerial 
is not fitted in bag in packaging with inner packing and Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1575. Mixed group of models 1/24th scale or similar to include Motor City 1/18th scale Ford Model A Pick-up Truck - black, 
Danbury Mint 1932 Cadillac V-18 - dark green with pale grey hood, Franklin Mint 1947 Bentley - black with red interior with 
detachable black hood and folded hood and Danbury Mint or similar Tulipwood Hispano Suiza with gloss copper effect base 
and spoked wheels - generally Good to Excellent not checked for completeness unboxed.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1576. 1/24th scale group to include Franklin Mint 1929 Rolls Royce Phantom 1 - two-tone black/blue, CMC Horch 863 - dark 
metallic red with cream interior, Franklin Mint 1929 Bugatti Royale - metallic silver/red and a 1940 Duesenberg 
FMPM - unknown manufacturer - generally Good but may be missing small detail parts, unboxed.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1577. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale unboxed group to include 1957 Cadillac Eldorado Seville - blue with metallic blue interior 
and chrome trim; 1958 Chrysler 300D - dark red with two-tone cream interior, 1957 Chrysler New Yorker Sport Coupe - pink, 
white roof and chrome trim and 1959 Cadillac Coup De Ville - metallic blue, similar interior and white roof - generally Good Plus 
to Excellent not checked for completeness unboxed.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1578. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale group to include 1953 Buick Skylark - metallic blue with off-white/blue interior and folded 
hood, 1969 Dodge Charger SE - metallic blue, black interior and white roof, 1956 Ford Thunderbird - pale blue, metallic blue 
interior and white hood and a Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1950 Continental Mk.2 - dark metallic red with grey/orange 
interior - generally Good to Excellent, not checked for completeness unboxed.   (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1579. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale group to include 1964 Corvette Nomad Custom - metallic bronze/cream, 1957 Chevrolet Bel 
Air Nomad - orange red with chrome trim, 1956 Packard Caribbean Hardtop and a 1958 Chevrolet Impala Convertible - black 
with red/patterned interior and detachable black hood - Good Plus to Excellent not checked for completeness unboxed.   (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1580. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale group to include 1962 Ford Thunderbird - cream with red interior and black detachable 
hood; 1961 Ford Thunderbird - metallic blue with white interior and cream hood; 1970 Oldsmobile 442 W-30 - orange red with 
white interior and folded hood and a Franklin Mint 1971 El Camino Pick-up Truck - metallic blue with black bonnet stripes and 
roof - Good Plus to Excellent not checked for completeness unboxed.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1581. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale group to include 1969 Chevrolet Camaro Z28 - dark metallic green, white body stripes and 
black roof, 1969 Camaro Yenko 427 - orange with black interior and body stripes, 1967 Plymouth GTX Hardtop - dark red with 
black body stripes and a 1965 Ford Mustang GT Fastback - metallic blue - generally Excellent unboxed.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 
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1582. Danbury Mint and similar 1/24th scale group to include 1996 Chevrolet Corvette Coupe - black with grey interior, 1968 
Chevrolet Corvette - dark green, 1972 Corvette Coupe - dark green, 1972 Corvette Coupe - metallic bronze with dark brown 
interior, 1996 Corvette Racer - dark blue, yellow exhaust pipes, racing number 6 - generally Excellent unboxed.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1583. Mixed group of 1/24th scale models to include Revell MGMGA - white with red interior and black hood, 2 x Hot Wheels 
Ferraris in metallic red, Danbury Mint 1950 Studebaker Custom Rod - metallic silver/black (possibly missing rear hood), GMP 
Pontiac GTO - black with red body stripes plus others - Fair to Excellent not checked for completeness unboxed.  (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1584. 1/24th scale pair (1) GMP Mustang GT Fastback - red with black interior (door hinge requires repair); (2) Danbury Mint 
1969 Pontiac GTO Convertible - metallic green with dark green interior, with inner packing and Good outer box - Good Plus to 
Near Mint.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1585. Revell 1/24th scale metal and plastic construction Peterbilt 359 Truck & Trailer - black with grey and red body stripes 
"Louis Fun Company" logos - generally Excellent although not checked for completeness of small parts unboxed. 

 £20 - £30 

1586. Herpa 1/87th scale a mixed group of Articulated Trucks including Flatbed Loader with Liebherr Construction Vehicle, 
another Flatbed - white/green "AGIR", 5 x Tipper Wagons plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus 
packaging.  (10) 

 £30 - £40 

1587. Herpa 1/87th scale large group to include Tipper Truck "Leonhard Weiss", couple of Tankers without tractor units but 
mostly lot is made-up of various Tractor Units mostly Herpa, does include a few other manufacturers and a few loose units in 
plastic bags etc - Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent Plus packaging.   (32) 

 £40 - £60 

1588. Revell 08454 1/12th scale 1958 Chevrolet Corvette - red with off-white side flashes, cream interior and red detachable 
hood - Mint in a Near Mint window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1589. GT Spirit (GTS Models) 1/12th scale GT761 1961 E-type Jaguar Coupe - Karmann red with black interior - generally 
Mint with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box also with original outer transit carton. 

 £100 - £150 

1590. Corgi CC00603 "Thunderbirds" Lady Penelope's FAB 1 - limited edition finished in metallic pink with pale pink roof 
slides, black interior with "Lady Penelope and Parker" figures - with front firing missiles - Ltd 1/5000 - Mint in a Near Mint 
window box. 

 £40 - £50 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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